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BIO FRIENDLY INGREDIENTS
We offer new bio friendly ingredients; a
lubricant, massage oil and a cleaner.

RECYCLED & BIODEGRADABLE
PACKAGING
Packaging is made from recycled PET
and biodegradable options are available.

LESS PLASTIC

VEGAN PRODUCTS

Different methods are used to
minimize the use of plastic. For
example, tamper evident sleeves are
being replaced by new systems.

Products contain vegan ingredients.
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with

COBECO PRIVATE LABEL

In the new year we will be here again for you as always, to help you and guide you to set up
your new brand and/or product line. Our focus will be especially on sustainable manufacturing,
so that we can support you to care for a better, cleaner future.
Cobeco Pharma is one of the leading private label manufacturers in Europe and is well known
for the innovative formulas at competitive prices. This is what distinguishes Cobeco Pharma
from the rest of the private label manufacturing companies and what will give you the cuttingedge advantages when doing business with Cobeco Pharma. See you in 2022!

cobeco pharma is producer and wholesaler of pharmaceutical, cosmetic and stimulating products
cobeco pharma wholesale bv • hertzstraat 2 • 2652 xx berkel en rodenrijs • the netherlands
info@cobeco.nl • www.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 09 91 • f +31 (0)10 290 09 94
sales@cobeco.nl • sales@cobeco-privatelabel.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 65 25
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Net1on1 opens European warehouse

letter from the editor

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

Fulfilment centre opened in the Netherlands

As far as our market is concerned, 2021 will certainly
be remembered as a year of
mergers and acquisitions.
Investors have finally discovered the potential of our industry, big newspapers have
made growth predictions
for this market that other
industries can only dream
of, and those are just two of
many signs indicating that,
at long last, this industry has
(almost) reached the mainstream. We have seen the
industry evolve and shift, but
one thing that has remained
unchanged, however, is our
dedication to bringing you
all the latest industry news
in one neat package, and
EAN will continue to be just
that as we enter a new year,
doing our very best to live
up to our title as ‚Europe‘s
first choice for the erotic
trade.‘ All that is left for me
to do in the old year is to
thank you for your loyalty
and to wish you wonderful
Holidays, a happy New Year,
and a great start to 2022,
on a business side but also
and especially with regard
to your health and happiness. And obviously I extend
those wishes not just on my
own behalf but on behalf of
everybody here at Mediatainment Publishing. Also,
special thanks are in order
to honour the contribution of
our advertising clients who
have been sticking with EAN
for more than 15 years!

Utrecht, The Netherlands - Net1on1 Wholesale has over 15 years of experience in the
adult industry selling and representing some of the biggest brand names on the market.
Like many sex toy distributors, they have experienced a sales boom during the pandemic
induced lockdowns, but being a UK-based company, they had to deal with issues related
to Brexit too.

T

he UK’s departure from the European Union has presented unique
challenges to wholesalers and retailers
alike when exporting to the continent.
“While we spent a lot of time and
effort on fail-proofing our business and
preparing for any difficulties in terms
of customs paperwork, ultimately, we
knew that delivery times will increase
and that our customers might need
to pay duty fees on their parcels,”
says Sebastian Gonzalez, Net1on1’s
Sales Director. “We’ve always been
very proud of our extensive European
customer base; we value the trust our
continental partners have placed in us
to supply them with the best of what
the adult industry has to offer, and we
really don’t want to let them down.”
In order to offer an improved service
to European retailers, Net1on1 has
partnered with a Dutch fulfilment centre,
registered a business in the Netherlands
and set up an EU website. This allows
the wholesaler to provide quicker and
cheaper deliveries in the 27 member
states. “We are extremely excited to be
able to ship from our new warehouse
in the Netherlands. This strategically
placed depot allows us to ship quickly
across Europe, but we can also offer

That‘s it for this year!
Matthias Johnson
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lower free shipping thresholds so newer
retailers can also take advantage of
our versatile catalogue. Customers can
open an account and order from our
Dutch warehouse through the website www.1on1wholesale.eu. We made
the decision to offer a limited catalogue
for now to build up stock availability
gradually, but buyers will be able to find
all the favourite Loving Joy products
already and some bestselling Fifty
Shades of Grey and Doc Johnson items
too. The first couple of months since
we opened the site and fulfilment centre
has been very educational,” continued
Gonzalez. “The demand actually went
beyond all our expectations, so we are
planning to increase our offering in the
coming months significantly. We are also
working out the kinks on our dropship service so EU-based online sellers
and start-ups can use our convenient,
direct-to-customer delivery service that
made launching an adult business a
possibility for so many people in the UK.
Exciting things to come, so whether you
are located in Spain, Italy or Croatia,
head over to www.1on1wholesale.eu,
sign up and start ordering from Net1on1
Wholesale, your partner in the adult
industry!”
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumna aliquyam erat, sed
diam voluptua. At vero eos et accusam et

L

orem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur
sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod
tempor invidunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua. At vero eos
et accusam et justo duo dolores et ea rebum.
Stet clita kasd gubergren, no sea takimata
sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet. Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing
elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt
ut labore et dolore magna aliquyam erat, sed
diam voluptua. At vero anctus est Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet. Loscing elitr, sed diam nonumy
eirmod tempor invidunt ut labore et dolore
magna aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua.
At vero eos et accusam et justo duo dolores
et ea rebum. Stet clita kasd gubergren, no sea
takimata sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur
sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy 

Headline Headline Headline

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt ut labore et dolore magna aliquyam erat,
sed diam voluptua. At vero eos et accusam et
justo duo dolores et ea rebum. Stet clita kasd
gubergren, no sit ar sadipscing elitr, sed diam
nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliquyam erat, sed diam voluptua. At vero eos et accusam et justo du
07
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Vibrating Glamour Glass
New at Tonga
Axel, The Netherlands - That special feel that glass provides, smooth shiny looks and
mesmerizing soap bubble colours…. And the possibility to enjoy temperature play plus
exciting vibrations!

T

he new Glamour Glass toys from
Dream Toys have it all. The latest
additions to the Glamour Glass collection
have a feature that makes them even
more spectacular than the first four glass
toys of this label: they are vibrating glass
toys! The four vibrating plugs are made
of Borosilicate glass, just like the wands
and dildos that Tonga launched earlier
this year. Borosilicate glass is also called
Hard Glass, so these toys are very strong,
non-porous and safe for the body. Each
of the plugs has a different size and
shape. The plugs have smooth contours,
a tapered tip for easy insertion and a wide
base to enhance the sense of security.
They come with 10 vibration functions
that can be easily operated with the wireless remote control. It has two buttons to
start and control the vibes. Operation can
also be done without the remote, with a
single button in the base of the toy. The

plugs are USB rechargeable, the remote
comes with a CR2032 battery. As these
vibrating glass toys are IPX7 waterproof
(submersible) they can be heated and
cooled in water. They can be used for
temperature play with warm or cold sensations, all while enjoying the stimulating
vibrations.Each of the Glamour Glass toys
is made of Borosilicate glass which is very
strong, non-porous, hygienic and safe for
the body. It is made of silica and boron
trioxide and much more resistant to thermal shock than common glass. Not only
is borosilicate glass stronger, it is lighter
than common glass too. This makes it
very suitable for lots of products. Virtually
all modern laboratory glassware is made
of borosilicate glass for its chemical and
thermal resistance and it is widely used in
medical devices. That’s why it’s perfectly
safe to use glass toys for internal stimulation (with lube!) and very pleasurable.

pixey black edition Wand massager
Wadgassen, Germany - The pixey
black edition Wand massager is new at
ST RUBBER in the assortment! This is
a massage Wand with power cord
(2 meters) and infinitely adjustable
multispeed vibration. The flexible head
can easily reach every part of the body.
08

Total length 32 cm, Ø max 6 cm, weight:
577g, color: pink-white. If you have
any further questions, ST RUBBER’s
customer service will be happy to
help under the telephone number:
+49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit the
online shop: www.strubbi.com 
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Get festive with Le Désir Glitzz
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - If you weren’t in the Christmas mood yet, the new Le Désir
collection by SHOTS will definitely get you there!

G

GET THE PLEASURE

2110-098

09

0552240

litzz is a festive
collection full of
bodysuits, lingerie sets, dresses,
stockings and more.
The collection has the same quality that you’re
used to from Le Désir, but just with a little more
sparkle. In the collection are three items that are
specifically for Christmas. They’re red and have
white fluffy snowlike details, but there’s much
more to the collection. Maura Claes, SHOTS
Account Manager Lingerie, explains: “We understand that people like to wear the lingerie more
than one time per year. That’s why the other
items are more festive rather than Christmassy.” The festive look is accomplished by adding
a dash of gold on the packaging as well as
rhinestones to the designs. In this way, you can
wear the lingerie other times in the year as well.
Whether it’s your birthday, Easter or whatever
moment you’re down for a party, you can wear
your Le Désir Glitzz. As you might know from
Le Désir, all items come in a regular size and a
Queensize, because Le Désir stands for beauty
in every shape and size. The material is extremely stretchable so it will fit every body type.
Apart from the three Christmas designs, each
design comes in a black and red edition. So,
are you ready to be the best Christmas present
underneath the Christmas tree? Make sure you
order your Le Désir Glitzz now. “Glitzz is a limited
edition collection,” tells Maura. “So, when our
stock is empty, it won’t be coming back.”

• Thrusting
vibrator
• Rotating
beads in
the shaft

0550876

• Ball-shaped
head
massager
• Both ends
can be
used

SHOTS

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
Tel. +49 461 5040-308 · wholesale@orion.de
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Evolved Novelties

launches Gender X Toy Line
Toys of all shapes, sizes and categories
Nijkerk, The Netherlands - Evolved Novelties is proud to launch their brand-new toy line,
Gender X – a full collection of innovative shapes and buzzworthy devices that enrich
playtime for everyone!

W

ith 18 skus to launch this December, and 2-3 goodies per month
rolling out starting in January 2022, these
inclusive toys are all about what Evolved
is calling a ‘universal imagination.’ “We’re
envisioning a ‘wall for all’,” says Raymond
Houtenbos, Evolved Europes’ VP of
Sales, “We’re letting the shapes and functions speak for themselves, allowing our
customers to discover their own pleasure,
no matter what that looks like for them.”
The Gender X line includes toys of all shapes, sizes and categories, from powerful
wands to quadruple stimulators, neon
clear plugs to pioneering strokers. Kits,
remote toys and partner play products are
also included in the roll out that emphasizes form and function over gender suggestion or niche marketing. The simple,
unspecific packaging is the point! There
is no prescribed way to play – find what

you like and choose your own adventure.
“When we realized that some people use
our G-spot toys for their prostates and
vice versa, we thought, ‘Why not have
a line that doesn’t impose any particular
application at all?’ People can recognize
the shape they want and make their own
decision about how they’ll use it – that’s
the key to Gender X.” High-quality materials, robust motors and unique designs
are the hallmark of all Evolved Novelties
brands, and Gender X is no exception
with state-of-the-art technology and innovation – and the reliable 5-year warranty.
The difference here is that Gender X is
purely user-driven leaving possibilities
open-ended. The result is a welcoming
brand that’s less about gender and more
about the toys themselves – and the toys
are exceptional! Gender X toys will begin
shipping early December in Europe.

System JO celebrates continuing
expansion of intimate massage

Valencia, USA - System JO is excited to announce the release of their newest addition
to the massage category – JO Naturals, their
first oil-based massage line. JO Naturals
comes in the most popular 120 ml and soon
to come 30 ml sizes, and in three soothing
fragrances – Lavender & Tahitian Vanilla,
10

Peppermint & Eucalyptus, and Coconut &
Lime. Expanding their ingredient conscious
line of products, JO Naturals is manufactured
with a vegan-friendly formula. Fortified with
vitamin E, their new massage oils provide
aromatherapy benefits with all natural
components, hence the name – Naturals. 
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New arrivals from

Intimate Health by Mae B.
SCALA

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Intimate Health
by Mae B. added various body care items to
their collection. All the items – the All-in-one
ladyshave, the dual-sided electric trimmer and
the IPL hair removal device – are available at
SCALA now.

11

2493284

2493276

FOR THOSE WHO
WANT MORE
THAN CUDDLES

2110-099

rim and style
your facial and
body hair with the
All-in-one ladyshave. The ergonomic
shaped handle provides optimal control and
comfort during use. The sharp, hypoallergenic,
stainless-steel blades remove facial and body
hair efficiently and safely. The all-in-one lady
shave includes a complete set with four different
trimming heads and a storage case to keep the
device and accessory safe. The new Dual-sided
electric trimmer is a discrete beauty tool that
makes it quick and easy to remove even the finest body and facial hairs on the go or at home.
Comes with 2 different blades for extra precision. Hypoallergenic, durable, stainless – steel
blades, making it body safe and skin-friendly.
Last, but certainly not least, the IPL hair removal
device. This product provides silky smooth skin
and reduces hair growth from the face and body.
This device uses IPL technology that is gentle,
effective and can be used for most skin tones.
It features 5 adjustable light energy modes to
ensure effective treatment. Featuring a skin tone
sensor and includes safety glasses, this IPL hair
removal device is perfect for permanent hair
growth reduction. No need to plan expensive
trips to a salon, this device is gentle, safe, and
simple to use at home. 

2493268

T
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SEX AU NATUREL Collection
Now available from Bijoux Indiscrets
Barcelona, Spain - Pleasure design house Bijoux Indiscrets has announced the launch of
SEX AU NATUREL, a new collection of all-natural supplements; oils, serums, and lubricants;
and an ergonomic, clitoral vibrator. SEX AU NATUREL lubricants are available for immediate
wholesale orders.

A

ll other products, such as the oils
and serums, supplements and the
clitoral vibe will be ready for orders in
early 2022.As the brand line’s name suggests, SEX AU NATUREL focuses on holistic sensual health without interference
from chemicals like silicone, glycerin and
other sugars, and colors or fragrances.
Made with 98% natural ingredients and
95% water-based formulas, SEX AU NATUREL is safe for all bodies with 100%
vegan formulas.“This collection sees
pleasure as a balance between mind and
body. You need to feel good in order to
enjoy it,” said Elsa Viegas, co-founder of
Bijoux Indiscrets. “SEX AU NATUREL balances you from the inside, giving you the
tools to reconnect with your body and
your partner while enhancing intimacy to
create extraordinary sex.” Additionally,
all packaging and product containers for

SEX AU NATUREL are crafted in recyclable glass, paper, aluminum, and plastic.
Each pleasure product is outfitted with
minimalist, earth and skin-toned packaging for gender-neutral appeal. Bijoux
Indiscrets and the company’s distribution
partners can readily provide in-store and
e-commerce materials, such as product
testers and counter displays, high-res
marketing images and posters, and social media content.Retail and distribution
staff are also encouraged to take advantage of Bijoux Indiscrets SEX AU Naturel
Discovery Boxes. Designed just for sales
associates, each box is packed with
sample sizes of each SEX AU NATUREL
product. For more information on Bijoux
Indiscrets and the SEX AU NATUREL
collection, contact your preferred distributor or email Marta Aguiar at Maguiar@
BijouxIndiscrets.com

New products from SPENCER & FLEETWOOD
Wadgassen, Germany - From now on ST
RUBBER has new ‘erotic food’ articles
from SPENCER & FLEETWOOD in its
assortment: Succulent Hard Willies with
different fruit flavors and Jelly Willies with
14

Prosecco taste. If you have any further
questions, ST RUBBER’s customer service
will be happy to help under the telephone
number: +49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit
the online shop: www.strubbi.com 
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JUST Play for erotic

moments of sensual pleasure
New at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - In the last couple of years, ORION Wholesale has established a
medical lubricant on the market with ‘Just Glide’. It quickly became a bestseller because
of its unbeatable value for money.

T

here are now twelve new sexual wellness products available with ‘Just
Play’ for erotic moments of sensual pleasure. All ‘Just Play’ products are vegan
and have received a ‘very good’ mark
from Dermatest. The ‘Just Play’ massage
gels are perfectly suitable for a stimulating
full-body massage. They are very slippery
and efficient – a small amount guarantees long-lasting and slippery pleasure.
The following gels are available in 80 ml
tubes: Watermelon, Ginseng Ginkgo,
Hemp Seed, Hyaluron, Strawberry and
Heat Wave. The ‘Just Play’ massage oils
Lemon Coco and Ylang Ylang stimulate
all senses during a partner massage.
They are available in 100 ml bottles
and are very efficient. The ‘Just Play
Sex Cream’ is perfectly suitable for an
arousing intimate massage. It is enriched
with valuable oils (macadamia nut, sesa-

me, almond and cloves) and an arousing
pepper extract. The ‘Just Play Clit Drops’
are an erotic fluid with high-quality mint oil
for arousing intimate massages. They can
be applied onto the clitoris very precisely
with the pipette. They should be gently
massaged into the clitoris after some time
which can really increase the arousing
sensation. The ‘Just Play Orgasm Gel’
with high-quality mint oil is also very
suitable for erotic intimate massages. The
gel is applied onto the clitoris and should
then be massaged in gently to greatly
increase sexual arousal. The ‘Just Play’
product range is rounded off with the ‘2
in 1 Clean’. It guarantees gentle cleaning
of the intimate area and sex toys. The formula doesn’t contain alcohol or perfume.
It is anti-bacterial and contains mallow
and chamomile extracts as well as aloe
vera – for external use only.

BEGME BLACK EDITION LIMITED
Alcalá de Guadaira , Spain - Dreamlove
launches a new line of BEGME products
developed for fetish enthusiasts with vegan
leather and an exclusive presentation.
Each product has been perfectly designed. Through its perfect workmanship and
high quality the product line is suitable for
attracting the attention of customers in the
42

store. BEGME is a product 100% manufactured in Seville (Spain) and has a unique
quality that will make the fetish game more
resistant and comfortable. BEGME is already available in a red version. Dreamlove
has also launched a brand video coinciding
with the launch of BEGME. The video was
produced at the Dreamlove facilities. 
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Rocks Off moves to

sustainable plastic free packaging
The new packaging concept is rolled out for all product lines

Kettering, England - “Designing packaging that is compact, plastic free and sustainable
ultimately improves everyone’s experience, not just for the end user but also on so many
levels,” says Company Director, Gary Elliott.

“W

hen we looked at how we were
going reposition our packaging
we wanted it to tick several boxes. We
wanted our sustainability ethos embedded right from the start and not just
tagged on to the end of the overall design
process.” Currently sustainability is something that everyone can relate to from
how the purchaser disposes of waste,
the raw materials needed to manufacture, shipping costs, onward journey and
ultimately less inventory take-up space on
the shelves. In saving all of this, Rocks Off
still wanted to provide an easy to navigate
and enjoyable un- boxing experience for
the end user. “Let’s face it there’s nothing
worse than looking forward to experiencing your purchase only to be presented

with packaging that doesn’t match the
product inside, it’s all part of the journey
and all of that has its own perceived value
to the end user,” Gary explains. “As a
brand we have been complemented on
how we present our products so when we
looked at how we were going to reduce
our footprint we didn’t want to lose our
identity which is part of how we compete
in the market.” Director Ian Marshall along
with Rocks Off’s packaging engineers
and Head of Creative have really worked
incredibly well to achieve impressive
results which the company believes
shows how packaging design and
sustainability can be shoe- horned
successfully together without losing
brand impact and kerb appeal. 

New Outfits from ‚Noir Handmade‘
Flensburg, Germany - Six new outfits
from the best-selling ‚Noir Handmade‘ label are now available exclusively from ORION Wholesale. The new
collection from ‚Noir Handmade‘ is made
up of gorgeous outfits for stylish women.
They are made out of high-quality power wetlook with a matte black shine which
is combined with lace. The material is
also extremely stretchy meaning that it’s
almost crease-free when worn and fits like
44

a second skin. All outfits are available in
S, M, L and XL. ORION Wholesale has a
size chart specifically for the “Noir Handmade” collection because the outfits are
always a bit smaller. A high-quality folded
brochure is also available. The collection
from ‚Noir Handmade‘ will be delivered
in a high-quality cardboard box with a
detailed image of the respective product
on it. There is also a description of the
product in various languages on it as well.
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The new ‘Erotic Highlights 2021/22’

catalogue is finally here
ORION Wholesale

Flensburg, Germany - A new version of the neutral ‘Erotic Highlights’ catalogue for retail
customers is now available – just in time for the Christmas period.

T

he A5 catalogue has 100 pages
and presents novelties and selected
bestsellers from ORION Wholesale’s extensive assortment. There is a space at
the back of the catalogue for a company stamp – this means that every retailer
has the opportunity to give its customers its ‘own’ promotional material. The
latest edition is available for Wholesale
customers in German and English. The
catalogues are delivered in packs of 40.
For the sake of the environment, the

catalogues were printed climate
neutrally. ‘Erotic Highlights 2021/22’
catalogue in German, 100 pages, A5,
with recommended retail prices, item
number 0900010 0000 (pack of 40) /
‘Erotic Highlights 2021/22’ catalogue
in English, 100 pages, A5, without
recommended retail prices, item
number 0900540 0000 (pack of 40).
Retailers can download both versions
of the catalogue and the price lists here:
www.orion-wholesale.com

‘This one’s for you’
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - Winter 2021 is
going to be hot as pjur launches its attractive pjur WOMAN Selection set. The Selection includes three best-selling personal lubricants from the WOMAN range – making
it an ideal starter set or perfect gift for any
occasion. The entertaining, eye-catching
design really stands out in store shelving,
enticing customers to pick up and purchase
the set. Attractive, seductive packaging
- A fun, emotional, impressive, clear and
eye-catching design with the claim ‘This
one’s for you’ that invites customers to
pick up the set and buy it. For yourself or
for those to whom you would like to give
the high-quality ‘pjur WOMAN Selection’.
Because, it’s about you, your feelings and
52

experiences, which are improved by the
high-quality pjur lubricants. This set is for
everyone who wants to treat themself and
also for those who want to treat someone
else. Generating additional revenue - The
pjur WOMAN Selection contains three
best-selling water and silicone-based
formulas in one set: pjur WOMAN, pjur
WOMAN Nude and pjur WOMAN Aloe.
Retailers can easily leverage cross- selling
opportunities: They are the perfect products
to successfully start with and to reach new
target groups. The three products open up
more potential areas of use for customers.
Containing two water-based personal
lubricants also makes it a perfect add-on for
a toy sale. larger bottles.
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EQOM Group welcomes

NEXUS to the consortium
Acquisition of the British brand is completed
Veendam, The Netherlands - The Dutch erotic EQOM Group, has acquired Libertybelle
Marketing Ltd, the company behind the Nexus brand.

L

ibertybelle is based in London, UK,
and was founded in 2005 due to a
lack of quality sex toys marketed towards
men. Prostate massage was highlighted as a niche market to specialize in
as the current offering was small and
lacked innovation. Today Nexus offers a
range of sex toys suitable for everybody
with a strong focus on anal toys. Nexus
products are sold in over 30 countries
and has a diverse customer base. The
team has a combination of 27 years in
the adult industry. Libertybelle is the first

producer of sex toys to enter the EQOM
Group and is excited to join the family.
Managing Director Monique Carty said:
“We are delighted to become part of the
EQOM group and look forward to working
together to grow and maximize opportunities for Nexus, EQOM, and the industry
as a whole. We truly believe that together
we are stronger and by joining forces with
other leaders in the sexual wellness field,
we all benefit. Nexus will continue to run
independently and support all its customers as before.”

The Christmas edition of

‘Modern Emotion’ with a special extra

Flensburg, Germany - The 47th edition of the free, neutral erotic magazine
‘Modern Emotion’ is now available. The
magazine covers erotic lifestyle topics
and has great shopping tips for customers too. The new edition is all about
the Christmas season – with exciting
kicks and toys for pleasurable me
time and explosions of pleasure with a
partner. The edition also includes a very
special extra: a large X-MAS gift guide
to make the Christmas period extremely
pleasant and New Year’s Eve a real banger. There is also another highlight: the
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Christmas edition is available in German
and English. Specialist retailers can
order the “Modern Emotion” magazine
for free so that they can give this handy
magazine to their customers: Modern
Emotion international edition 2, Edition November / December 2021, Item
number 09147890000 / Pack of 25 The
new edition of “Modern Emotion” is now
available as an online catalogue in the
download area at www.orion-wholesale.
com. Just download it and integrate it
into your own online shop – to increase
demand and sales. 
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New and exclusive at SCALA: Tempt & Tease by CalExotics
2-in-1 massagers
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Enjoy 2 ways to play with the Tempt & Tease collection from CalExotics,
available exclusively from SCALA.

T

he Tempt & Tease Kiss and Sass feature
two powerful, independently controlled
motors at each end. Play with the tease side for
an incredible teasing sensation, or play with the
tempt side for deep, g-spot stimulation. Satisfy
every curve with the mind-blowing power of
these incredible 2-in-1 massagers. Tease with

flickering teasers and 7 speeds of
vibration. Tempt with an incredible
g-spot tip and 7 deep, rumbling
speeds of vibration. The dual sided
massagers offer independently
operated motors, allowing users to play
any way they desire.

NEW

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM
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Nicola Relph a Finalist

in ‘Women of Influence’ Awards
Adulttoymegastore
Wellington, New Zealand - Nicola Relph, owner and operator of New Zealand’s largest
online adult retailer Adulttoymegastore, has been announced as a finalist for the
New Zealand Women of Influence Awards in the Business Enterprise category, proving
that mixing business with pleasure can be a great thing.

T

he prestigious awards, now in its ninth
year, recognise women making a difference in the work they do, paving the way
for other women to thrive. More than 60
high-achieving New Zealanders have been
named as Women of Influence Awards
finalists, and are judged on the strength,
scope and impact of their actions across
10 categories including Arts & Culture,
Environment, Innovation, Science & Health,
and Public Policy. Revealed as a finalist
alongside nine other business leaders in
New Zealand, Nicola was nominated for her
influence and leadership in growing a successful business that is working to destigmatise sex toys, normalise sexual pleasure
and enhance the sexual wellbeing of New
Zealanders to create a more sex-positive
culture. Commenting on the success-

Get 35% discount on

ful nomination, Nicola said: “It’s both an
honour and a privilege to be nominated and
announced as a finalist in New Zealand’s
Women of Influence Awards along with 60
inspirational women doing incredible things
in their fields. It fills me with excitement
because not only does this nomination help
to further normalise and destigmatise the
adult industry, but it also shows that New
Zealand is becoming a more sex positive
place.What I’m most proud of is that this
nomination wouldn’t have happened if we
were just selling products. We’re a sex-positive business that advocates for the sexual
wellness, empowerment and happiness of
our customers“. The finalists and winners
will be honoured at a Women of Influence
Awards gala dinner in Auckland on February
10, 2022.

E-Ph+Sterile Lubricant Jelly at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA
customers profit from 35% discount on
the popular Europharma E-Ph+ Sterile
Lubricant. This quality lubricant is grease-free, translucent, and water-soluble for
quick cleanup. Best of all: its mainstream
appeal makes it a go-to choice for non-intimidating glide, making it a profitable
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up-sell item for on-the-counter display.
Europharma E-Ph+ Sterile Lubricant Jelly
is particularly suitable for extra vaginal
lubrication and can be used to combat
vaginal dryness. That said, the lube feels
just as smooth and nourishes when used
with toys and is compatible with all toy
materials and latex condoms. 
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Pleasure within Reach

FantASStic
Available from Tonga
Axel, The Netherlands - When retailers offer the
FantASStic collection to tjeir customers, they
offer them an extensive collection with many
options for anal play at an affordable price,
Tonga says.

T

he FantASStic
range from
Dream Toys is not
only extensive with
14 products in it,
but also a balanced
collection. There are different shapes, different sizes, single toys
and sets of 3, and there’s a choice between
vibrating and non-vibrating. The vibrating
toys can be recognized by the blue colour
accents on the packaging, the non-vibrating
have pink coloured side panels and stripes
on the boxes. All FantASStic toys are made
of smooth black silicone. The vibrating toys
– two prostate stimulators and a plug with an
anchor base – have a 10 function bullet with
easy single button operation. The non-vibrating plugs can be chosen with a shiny gem
in the base, with a suction cup base, with
an anchor base or with a pull ring. The sets
each consist of 3 plugs with increasing sizes
for those who like to experiment with length
and width of their plug or who want to do
anal training from small to large. The smooth
penis shaped dildo has a convenient size
and comes with a harness making it easy
for first time users to try pegging. The wide
and varied FantASStic anal collection will
be available by the end of December at
https://www.tongabv.com 

BWild Classic Wave
Bfit Flex 38
Bfit Flex 28

CLASSIC LINE
WITH A NEW TWIST

Affordable

Body-Safe

Satisfying

Waterproof

M.A.P.

Materials

Sensations

Construction

BWILD CLASSIC WAVE
Guava
BSCWW0297

Black
BSCWW0280

BFIT FLEX 38

BFIT FLEX 28

Black
BSCFG0310

Black
BSCFF0303
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Love Not War launches ‘world’s

most sustainable wand’
Wave your wand for greener sex

London, England - British eco-friendly vibrator brand, Love Not War, is launching the
‘world’s most sustainable wand’, The Koi, as it continues to champion the cause for
greener eco-friendly sex toys.

T

he Koi was created in Love Not War’s
custom-built, green-energy-powered
factory and is made from predominantly
recycled and recyclable materials. The
green-conscious company limits the use of
plastics in its products and uses body-safe
and earth-safe materials including, FDA-grade silicone, recycled aluminium, eco-friendly
glue, soy ink and FSC cardboard packaging
in a bid to be as sustainable as possible.
The Koi is petite, one of the smallest wands
on the market, yet is powerful and features
four intensity levels and seven vibration
patterns. It is fully waterproof and features a
travel lock too. The Koi is the latest addition
to Love Not War’s unique range of sustainable sex toys which have been shortlisted
for a Green Product Award, highlighting their
genuine commitment towards sustainability.
Love Not War’s range proves it is possible
to be sustainable without compromising

on function or quality. All of their products
come with a battery base that is interchangeable with all of their detachable heads,
meaning you need only one battery unit to
power multiple toys. This design also makes
Love Not War’s products easier to recycle
and repair should any issues arise. CEO and
co-founder of Love Not War, Will Ranscombe said: “Wands are a popular sex toy, but
up until now, there were no eco-friendly
options on the market. Consumers who
wanted a fuller head on their toys to stimulate a larger surface area have had to settle
for devices that fall short when it comes to
sustainability. “At Love Not War we have a
culture that is completely centred around
sustainability and creating high-quality products that don’t compromise on pleasure or
cost the earth. The Koi, along with the other
products in our range, is leading the charge
in the sustainable vibrator sector.“

2 new toys for men from Satisfyer now at ST RUBBER
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER
expands its assortment with two toys
for men of the brand Satisfyer. These
are the articles ‘Satisfyer Legendary
Duo black’ and ‘Satisfyer Majestic Duo
black’. Both penis and testicle rings are
equipped with a powerful motor. They
are made of body-friendly silicone. Both
58

tings are waterproof (IPX7) and rechargeable. They are delivered including a
magnetic USB charging cable. If you
have any further questions, ST RUBBER’s customer service will be happy to
help under the telephone number: +49
6834 4006-0 or simply visit the online
shop: www.strubbi.com 
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MAGNIFICENT ERECTIONS

0553913

0553930

0553905

0553921

Vibro-attachments stimulate clitoris or balls

2111-003

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
Tel. +49 461 5040-308 · wholesale@orion.de
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Orgie launches Sensfeel
Seduction Elixir 10 in 1
For man and woman
Caldas da Rainha, Portugal - The impressive success of the pheromone perfumes Sensfeel
for Man and Sensfeel for Woman marked the beginning of this new line from Orgie, which
now features a 10 in 1 hair and body elixir in both men’s and women’s versions.

S

ensfeel For Man Seduction Elixir 10
in 1 is the answer to many appeals that Orgie has received to develop
a 10 in 1 pheromone elixir for the body
and hair tailored for men. Formulated
with the natural-based active ingredient
Sensfeel For Him combining the same
elegant fragrance as Sensfeel perfume
with ingredients that make this product
what men have been waiting for. The ever
best-selling The Secret Elixir Seduction 10
in 1 led to the development of Sensfeel
for Woman Seduction Elixir 10 in 1 for
body and hair, which also had its share of
suggestions popping up in the trail of the
perfume Sensfeel for Woman. Why if both
are pheromones products, with similar

ST RUBBER presents one

fragrance and functions, one may ask.
“Because they are completely different products, their formulas and active ingredients
are completely distinct from each other“,
Raquel Shaw, Head of PR, Orgie Company, says. „Aside from their formulation, the
pheromone mechanism of The Secret 10
in 1 Seduction Elixir is provided by nano
particles while the pheromone mechanism
of Sensfeel for Woman Seduction Elixir 10
in 1 is provided by the natural-based active
ingredient Sensfeel For Her through the
interaction two of its components – White
Jasmine (Jasminum officinale) and shortchain fatty acids (SCFAs) derived from
Carob (Ceratonia siliqua) – which results in
mimic of the copulin.”

of the largest catalogs in the industry
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER
presents its new main catalog 2022! Many
new products and brands have been
added to the assortment. The shipment of
the catalogs has already started. “We are
very proud of the new ST RUBBER main
catalog. With over 660 pages, it is one of
the largest catalogs in the sex toy market
in Europe! We are sure our customers will
appreciate this very much and enjoy browsing through it. Furthermore we would like to
60

thank our customers and suppliers for their
cooperation and loyalty to us – especially
in hard times this is immensely important.
This catalog is a MUST for every customer,
supplier and player in our industry”, says
Werner Tiburtius, Managing Director of ST
RUBBER. If you have any further questions,
ST RUBBER’s customer service will be
happy to help under the telephone number:
+49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit the online
shop: www.strubbi.com 
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0551791

9

TRIPLE POWER
FOR LOVEMAKING
Rechargeable

Flexible

9

Soft Touch

2111-003
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The future of Womanizer is here
Renowned pleasure product brand shares new logos and branding
Berlin, Germany - As Womanizer reaches its 7 years anniversary,
the brand has revealed a new logo, signifying its entry into a new era.

T

he new logo and brand elements provide a bold, modernized take on the
original Womanizer image and represent
the brand’s values: sophisticated, bold,
empowering, and inclusive.
Along with the new look and feel, the new
Womanizer logo is optimized for mobile
and online usage and is easy to read in
smaller versions. The new logo aims to
be recognizable for customers, without
losing its original values and also keeping
the familiarity of the original trademark.
The previous design consisted of fine lines
and cursive font, but now features bolder

semi-serif typography making it feel more
powerful, modern, and updated, further
aligning with the brand’s values. Its main
character is the ‘W’, which is also used as
the brand’s calling card. It aims to achieve
recognition as an elegant symbol, synonymous with an equally elegant brand, and
is enclosed by a circle to portray a movement loop that symbolizes the brand’s
Pleasure Air Technology. The re-brand
made its debut on the packaging of three
new and improved versions of Womanizer’s iconic products: Premium 2, Classic
2 and Starlet 3. 

PRIVATE Q4 Explore discount: 20% off
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Do you like
a great deal? Then you will love PRIVATE’s limited-time promotion on the
popular PRIVATE Tubes and PRIVATE
Turbo Stroker. Profit this Holiday season
from a temporarily 20% price reduction
at SCALA on all PRIVATE Tubes and
the PRIVATE Turbo Stroker. This special
offer is valid till the 31 December 2021.
The special 20% discount is valid on all
PRIVATE Tubes, including the PRIVATE
Original Tube, the Personal Trainer Tube,
and the sexy PRIVATE Girls: tubes with
lifelike texture, inspired by your favourite PRIVATE pornstars, such as Tarra
White, Shona River, Jolee Love, Gabi
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Gold, Ginebra Belucci, Romy Indy, Alexa
Tomas, and new arrival Leidy de Leon.
From tight anal orifices to realistic vaginal designs: there is a perfect PRIVATE
tube for each naughty preference. The
PRIVATE Turbo Stroker is also included in this special Q4 promotion. The
PRIVATE Turbo Stroker is a sensational
automated masturbator, ready to take
you on the ride of your life. This stateof-the-art design is designed to deliver
the ultimate stroking and pulsing satisfaction. This innovative automatic stroker also comes with a special warming
function, allowing you to heat things up
if you wish. 
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PARTY,
FASHION AND
STREET STYLE
• Masculine looks for
trendsetters who love
to experiment

2132885

2161524

• Stylish, casual and
a high-quality finish

2111-003

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
Tel. +49 461 5040-308 · wholesale@orion.de
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XR Brands debuts ‘Kinky Couch’
Master Series collection
Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands is thrilled to announce the newest addition to their
crowd-pleasing Master Series collection of advanced fetish and BDSM gear, the Kinky Couch.

T

his beautiful black vegan leather chaise
delivers satisfying sex with a luxury feel,
making achieving unique positions possible
with clever curves and built-in restraints.
The Kinky Couch features curved angles
that allow users to slip into different positions to ride partners or service them with
hands, mouths, or toys. It comes complete
with two pillows that allow the couch to
transform, changing the shape just enough
to support a wider variety of positions and
partners, keeping users comfortable through even the longest sessions. The included bondage straps and cuffs allow users
to restrain their partners to the top or sides
of the couch. The elegantly curved Kinky
Couch is made of sturdy wood and upholstered with easy to clean, vegan-friendly
black PU leather for a sexy and classic look
without the maintenance or upkeep required with real leather. Enjoy getting it wet and

then simply wiping it clean after! “We are
so proud of the Kinky Couch!” XR Brands
President Rebecca Weinberg said. “Sex
furniture can absolutely be beautiful and
elegant, and this piece proves that! It’s so
exciting to be expanding the popular Master
Series line, especially with such a special
product. We are advising retailers to move
quickly on the Kinky Couch because this
product will sell out fast.”
The Kinky Couch comes unpackaged and
is meant to be displayed bulk in stores. The
unit comes with a full-color poster to show
the wide variety of positions that the chaise
lounge makes possible.
The Kinky Couch measures 165 cm long
x 50cm wide x 74 cm high. The bondage straps adjust from 1 cm to 120 cm in
length, while the cuffs adjust from 10 cm
to 33 cm circumference. It has a maximum
weight limit of roughly 220 kg.

BRUTUS Fetish Party Socks: Available at DUSEDO
Amsterdam, The Netherlands - These
knee high BRUTUS Fetish Party Socks
are great to wear not only at home, but
also to a dance or fetish party because
you can put your small belongings into
the two outside pockets. They are availa64

ble at DUSEDO in three different designs
(Puppy, Fxxx and Gas Mask), each in five
different colors. Made in Europe from
80% polyamide, 17% cotton and 3%
elastane, guaranteeing a good sexy and
comfortable fit. 
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DUSEDO distributes ID Lubricants

exclusively in the Western Europe region
Westridge Laboratories, Inc.
Amsterdam, The Netherlands - Westridge Laboratories has announced an exclusive distribution
agreement with DUSEDO in the growing Western European region.

U

nder the terms of the agreement, DUSEDO will have exclusive
rights to distribute the entire ID Lubricants line of products in the Netherlands and its surrounding countries in
the European Union. The partnership
will strengthen accessibility and provide customers across the region with a
full-service, one-stop-shop experience
with the ID Lubricants line of products. Dennis Jansen, General Manager
of DUSEDO-M.O.I. B.V. said: “When ID
Lubricants introduced its stunning new
look earlier this year we saw massive potential and great opportunities within the
EU. The DUSEDO team is very excited
about this partnership and eager to get
ID Lubricants in as many on- and offline

store shelves in the EU as possible. We
will be offering the entire line of products
along with POS materials, sampling and
product trainings which will help grow
the brands awareness and sales in the
EU significantly.” This partnership agreement comes at the heels of a complete
line repackage in addition to launches
of two very exciting new product lines
for ID Lubricants. ID 3some, a delicious
and fun 3-in-1 flavored body topping and
ID FREE, a glycerin and paraben free
formula that contains an innovative preservation system, a first in the lubricant
industry. Customers will find these new
products along with all their favorite ID
Lubricants products at DUSEDO in time
for the 2021 holiday season.

NEXUS launches inflatable range of anal toys
London, England - New to the Nexus line
up is Boost and Bolster, remote- controlled
prostate toys with inflatable shafts. Now,
users can customise their prostate play
simply by inflating and deflating the tip,
whilst also enjoying the 6 modes of vibration
that stimulate the perineum and travel all the
way through to the prostate. Both models
are splashproof and rechargeable and
come with a waterproof, rechargeable remote control with a range of 8 metres. “Pro66

state pleasure is a very personal experience
and we wanted to create a product that
could be customised to the user as much
as possible”, says Monique Carty, MD of
Nexus. “By creating an inflatable tip that
can be easily controlled, the user can find
the perfect pressure to suit their intimacy
needs.” Boost is a prostate and perineum
stimulator whilst Bolster is a prostate plug
perfect for those that like that fuller feeling. Both products are available now. 
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German
invention

0596850

ALMOST SILENT *

100% STRONGER *

REMOTE CONTROLLED

9 SUCTION MODES

WITH A 12V CAR ADAPTER

1 MANUAL AND 8 AUTOMATIC
BLOWJOB PROGRAMMES

INCL. 20 ML JUST GLIDE

DOTTED SLEEVE

WITH AN OPTIONAL TIGHT-FIT
SILICONE COVER

2111-003
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VERSION 1.1

ELEGANT DESIGN

* COMPARED TO THE PREVIOUS

SUCK-O-MAT® 2.0

Moments of Love

Merry
Christmas
& a happy
new year

Erotic, edible massage oil with a stimulating, aphrodisiac taste.
Elegant massage oil based on natural oils, for well-groomed, silky skin.
8 different flavors invite you to an erotic dinner. Enjoy these oils directly
from your partner‘s body. There are no limits to your imagination.

BODY OIL LUXURY
edible Green tea &
Tangerine
75ml/2.5fl.oz
Art. No. 67020

BODY OIL LUXURY
edible Vanilla
75ml/2.5fl.oz
Art. No. 67021

BODY OIL LUXURY
edible Raspberry &
Apple
75ml/2.5fl.oz
Art. No. 67022

BODY OIL LUXURY
edible Apricot &
Sea buckthorn
75ml/2.5fl.oz
Art. No. 67023

BODY OIL LUXURY
edible Hibiscus &
Green tea
75ml/2.5fl.oz
Art. No. 67024

BODY OIL LUXURY
edible Coconut &
Pineapple
75ml/2.5fl.oz
Art. No. 67025

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Voecklabruck /// AUSTRIA
email: of fice @hot- dl.com /// fon. + 4 3 7672 72 0 0 9 /// fa x. + 4 3 7672 72 0 0 9 -9
Available at your wholesaler /// Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista ///
Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

world-of-hot.com
BODY OIL LUXURY
edible Strawberry
& red Pepper
75ml/2.5fl.oz
Art. No. 67026

BODY OIL LUXURY
edible Japanese
mint
75ml/2.5fl.oz
Art. No. 67027

F E A T U R E

Go green

Wi l l sust ain a bi l i ty be c o m e a ba s i c r e q u i r e m ent f o r sex to ys?

Yes

No different to the silicone revolution that
cut out toxic materials like PVC – and
entirely in response to consumer
demands, I might add – environmentally
friendly product options will soon become
the popular norm. Back in 2014, when I
was hired into the B2B space, PVC and
other jelly-material sex toys were
everywhere. By the time I transitioned to
consultant marketing and writing in 2016,
silicone had nearly erased PVC and jelly
entirely. In short, I think we‘re headed for
a similar flip. It‘ll be a slow climb, and
some companies will willingly lag behind,
but we‘re already seeing Ecoconsciousness take hold with major
manufacturers like Blush Novelties, Bijoux
Indiscrets and Rocks-Off, and Womanizer.
At the heart of every Bijoux Indiscrets
brand line, you‘ll find Earth-friendly
practices like the use of recycled and
recyclable materials and minimal product
packaging. Co-founder Elsa Viegas says
that recycling alone isn‘t enough, and
companies need to reduce their plastic
production overall. Viegas explained that
99% of her company‘s packaging is
made of aluminum, paper or glass, and
she‘s ditching paper leaflets in favor of
online marketing materials.

Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. correspondent

If there was a survey
about the trends and
developments that had
the biggest impact on the
erotic market this year,
one of the top spots
would probably go to
sustainability. The
number of sustainable
sex toys that have seen
the light of day in 2021
would certainly suggest
so. But will tis trend
become the new
standard? And will all
consumers join this
green revolution?
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Similarly, Rocks-Off recently announced a
plastics-free packaging initiative to
support the company‘s goal of
sustainability. Director Gary Elliot said his
team wanted to genuinely embed this
ethos into their brand message right from
the start, rather than as a trendy add-on.
Blush Novelties and Womanizer have also
respectively added product lines crafted
from sustainable, renewable materials.
The Blush Novelties GAIA vibrator brand
and Womanizer‘s Premium ECO toy are
made from similar, bioplastic polymer
compounds, which are fully biodegradable in landfills. Womanizer even
plants a tree for every Premium ECO sold.
As consumers begin to realize that
stocking up on non-recyclable, carbon
footprint-stomping, plastic sex toys is
contributing to climate change, they‘ll
seek such ethical brands in every aspect
of their daily lives.
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No
It is great to see that our market - or to be
more precise, the companies in this market
- have made things like sustainability, waste
reduction, resource conservation, etc. part of
their agenda. As a matter of fact, it is not just
great, it is vital. Given the effects of climate
change, each and every industry has an
obligation to do their part. The consumers
have also begun exerting pressure on
producers by switching to products that are
sustainable and eco-friendly in their production. If there ever was a safe bet, it’s that this
trend will continue and grow in the upcoming
years. However, there will still be a place for
products that do not meet these requirements, i.e. products that cannot claim to be
sustainable. Why is that, you wonder? Well, I
am convinced that many consumers will
continue to look at price and availability first
and any kind of eco message second. Not
everybody is attuned to what is going on with
our planet right now, or they don’t see a
connection between their personal shopping
behaviour and what is happening (or is yet to
happen) on a global scale. Think of it what
you will - and there are definitely opinions to
be had - but it is a fact that some people do
not feel the need to contribute to more
sustainability, or if they do, they only look at
certain areas of their lives and not others.
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Long story short, there are people
who, when buying a product for
sexual pleasure, don’t look for the
one that has a ‚Save the Earth‘
label on it. You can see the same
thing in other markets as well:
There are more and more people
who go vegan, and as a result, we
find more and more vegan
products in our local supermarket,
but right next to those products,
there’s still factory farmed chicken that
costs about half as much. Not everybody
who buys bananas looks for the ‚fair trade‘
sticker. In much the same way, there will
always be sex toy consumers who don’t
mind buying a vibrator with several layers of
plastic packaging.

Matthias Johnson,
editor in chief

F E A T U R E

Jackie White
T he C al Exoti c s te a m a n d th e i n d u s tr y bi d a hea rtf elt f a rewell to Ja ckie Wh ite a s sh e retires

Jackie with
her colleagues
Austin Ferdinand,
Roxana Mendoza,
and Lupe Martinez

When you think of CalExotics, you think of the
incredible impact it has
had on the industry. From
creating more inclusive
packaging to bringing
more colour to the market,
CalExotics has a legacy in
the adult novelty industry
that is unmatched. With all
of these incredible accomplishments, we look to the
amazing team behind it all.
CalExotics thrives because
of its incredible team, and
no one has had a more significant impact on CalExotics than its Executive Vice
President, Jackie White.
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ackie has been with CalExotics
since day one. She has been
instrumental in the growth of
CalExotics. Jackie is involved in
every aspect of the business,
from sales to operations, from marketing
to creative. Jackie adds a unique, special
touch to everything she does. Jackie is
irreplaceable. Her infectious smile, warmth
and wit make her a person that people
love, respect, and admire. This year, with
great sadness and admiration, we pay
tribute to Jackie as she retires after 30
years in the industry with a trip down
memory lane: Jackie began her career in
the adult industry in 1992. She was hired
to be an executive assistant for Susan
Colvin at an adult distribution company,
California Publishers Liquidating Corpo-

ration (CPLC). She quickly became an
essential member of the team, and when
Susan Colvin began CalExotics, Jackie
was the first person she asked to join her
company. In the early days of CalExotics,
every team member wore multiple hats,
and Jackie was no exception. She has
done it all, from answering phones to
stuffing mailers to picking orders. Any
task that came up, Jackie would step
in and get it done. Jackie’s hard work
and dedication paid off and helped her
become the company’s Executive Vice
President. This role is not an easy one
to fill. Jackie is the cornerstone of
CalExotics, helping drive the company.
Without her innovative thinking, go-getter
attitude and customer-first approach,
CalExotics would not be the company it
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is today. Over the years, some of CalExotics’
greatest achievements have been a result of
Jackie’s innovative ideas and forward-thinking.
CalExotics’ number one seller, the Butterfly
Kiss, was a result of Jackie’s brilliant thinking.
The Clitteriffic was the same, Jackie inspired
this versatile shape, and the patented design
can be seen across the CalExotics brand. Most
recently, Jackie came up with the idea for a
line of products that would pay tribute to
CalExotics’ home, sunny California. This
west-coast-themed line, appropriately named
California Dreaming, was a huge success at its
launch in 2018, and it continues to be one of
CalExotics’ most popular assortments.
In addition to Jackie’s impact on CalExotics’
products, her impact can be seen across the
team. Jackie is the person everyone looks to for
help. She always has an open door and is ready
to listen. She gives the best advice and always
finds a way to make any situation better. Jackie
has played a significant role in the growth and
development of many team members, and their
gratitude toward her is undeniable:
“Jackie has impacted my personal life and
my professional career in so many ways. She
believed in me and gave me the tools to grow,
and I can’t thank her enough for that. Even
during the most difficult times in my life,
Jackie was there to give me the strength and
courage I needed. Jackie is a kind, loving soul
that came into my life to stay. I not only consider her my boss, but I feel lucky to call her my
friend. I wish her the best in this new chapter
of her life!”- Roxana Mendoza, International
Account Executive, CalExotics
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Two icons of the
erotic industry:
Jackie White and
Susan Colvin
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and joy. Anyone can be a boss, but it takes a
special person to be a leader. Jackie you’ve
been my biggest cheerleader and I can’t thank
you enough for inspiring and encouraging me
to work hard and be better. I owe so much
of my success to you. There are no words to
explain how grateful I am for having you in my
life. You’ve been a huge part of CalExotics,
your dedication, hard-work and commitment
to our customers is unmatched! There are so
many things I will miss about you not being
with us including: our daily pep talks, your
fashion sense (maybe my credit card bills won’t
be so high now, smile), our jokes, but most
importantly I will miss YOU!!!! Jackie, it’s been
an amazing 20 years. With much love, congratulations on your retirement and enjoy your new
life to the fullest!”- Lupe Martinez, International
Business Development Executive, CalExotics
Susan Colvin and
Jackie White at
ANME 2015

“Thinking about CalExotics without Jackie is
hard to imagine, she brings so much energy
and life to the office. Most people don’t realize
Jackie is the one who gave me the name ‘Tish’.
When I first started, she said I am not going to
remember Leticia, do you have a nick name. I
said no not really, so she said how about Tish!
And now 13 years later everyone calls me Tish
and when I meet new people that is how I introduce myself. To say Jackie will be missed is an
understatement; the office will not be the same
without her contagious laugh.” - Leticia Mitchell
(Tish), Sales Assistant/Data Entry, CalExotics
“I’ve been under Jackie’s guidance for 20 years
and since day one, I’ve been in awe of her.
Jackie has this amazing gift of making everyone
feel special, she exudes warmth, compassion,
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“Jackie has been one of my biggest supporters and a true friend for over 19 years. When
I started with CalExotics, Jackie really took
me under her wing. She taught me so much
and was always there for me, both personally and professionally. I’ll never forget one
of my first sales presentations. I completely
bombed it, and Jackie was right there to coach
me through it and help me become a better
salesperson. I owe so much of my success
to Jackie, and I can’t thank her enough for
that. Jackie is more than just my boss; she is
my friend. I wish her nothing but happiness.
Congratulations on your retirement.”- Austin
Ferdinand, International Business Development
Executive, CalExotics
“Jackie, what a bittersweet moment this is.
Thank you for being an amazing leader and
friend. You are that person I could always
come to for advice, inspiration, and knowledge
whether it be personal or work related. I truly
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And of course, we can’t forget Jackie’s
partner throughout her journey in this industry,
CalExotics founder and CEO Susan Colvin.
Jackie and Susan are true trailblazers in the
adult industry. They were some of the first
women in the adult novelty business and their
hard work and determination have helped pave
the way for so many. This dynamic duo does
it all together. They work side by side on new
product ideas, travel around the globe together,
plan company events (including coordinating
Halloween costumes) and so much more. They
have an incredible bond, unlike any other team
in the industry:

After 30 years,
Jackie White
retires from
the industry

appreciate everything
you have done for
me. Enjoy your retirement, you definitely
deserve it!” - Mariana
Cabanas, Account
Executive, CalExotics
“Jackie is a truly
invaluable member of
the CalExotics family.
She is always there
to listen and bounce
Jackie in 1996
ideas off. And she is
the one person you want on your side when
you need to ask for something from the boss!
I will miss her funny stories and contagious
laugh, but most of all I will miss the sense of
calm and peace she brought to the office.
Thank you for everything, Jackie. Enjoy retirement, you deserve it!” - Nichole Grossmann,
Director of Marketing, CalExotics
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“I’ve known Jackie for 30 years. She is truly
one of a kind and an amazing person in every
way. She’s creative, hardworking, genuine, and
most importantly… she puts up with me. I can’t
believe that she will retire, and I won’t get to
see her every day. I will miss her dearly, but I
am happy that we have had so many wonderful
memories together over the years. One of my
all-time favourite memories is when we went to
South Africa. After working at the Sex Expo,
we went on a safari at Kruger National Park
and got up close and personal with the big
5 animals. It was so exciting, but the most
memorable part for Jackie was getting chased
by the Baboons. Those Baboons were so
insistent on chasing Jackie; we even had to
switch rooms to keep them away. We also
went to a lion preserve and played with the
baby lion cubs. Overall, it was a great experience, but Jackie said, ‘I loved the trip, but
one safari was enough for me!’ Some of my
other favourite memories include our trips to
Asia, our European train adventures, countless
events, award shows, coordinating Halloween
costumes and so much more. But no matter
where we were, we would always find time to
shop for shoes, bags and clothes. Even if we
only had 1 hour to spare, we would make use
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of every minute, even in the airport. Whether
it was one of our adventures, a project, or an
event, Jackie and I would tackle it all together.
We had great teamwork and we would make it
fun. Each of us would work on a different task
to ensure everything was accomplished. Jackie
has always been my right-hand person and
someone I can count on no matter what. She
has been with me through the good times and
bad, as a friend and as a CalExotics’ Executive
Vice President. Jackie, I would like to thank

has played a vital role in the success of many
CalExotics customers. With her retirement approaching, each customer is filled with appreciation, gratitude and well wishes:
“As we are your EU CalExotics family, we are
going to miss your bold personality. When you
are visiting, you are really here!! Doing business,
but also the jokes, nice words, and making
sure dinner in Hannover is arranged on time.
Jackie, we want to thank you for being YOU!

Cherished by her colleagues,
Jackie left an indelible mark on
CalExotics from day one

you for being my rock for so many years. You
are truly irreplaceable, and I can’t thank you
enough for 30 incredible years together. You
deserve nothing but the best in life, my friend.
I love you!” -Susan Colvin, Founder and CEO,
CalExotics
Undeniably, Jackie’s true passion is for our customers. She always puts them first, ensuring
they are successful in everything they do. She
is strategic but also has an incredible personal
touch with each one. It is more than just business; she calls on their birthdays, remembers
their anniversaries and is the first to jump on
a plane to visit no matter their location. Jackie
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We are going to miss your vibrant personality.
We wish you all the best!” - Walter Kroes, Trudy
Pijnacker and the entire EU team, Scala
“We owe a large part of the growth of our company to you. You were the first person who opened
the doors and believed in this pair of crazy people. Thank you for sharing your time with us, for
traveling to Mexico, for enjoying our adventures,
for the support you always gave us, but above
all thank you for your love and friendship. We
love you! (PS. you have a pending trip to Mexico
where, with a lot of love, your friends, the party,
mariachi and tequila await you.)” - Samuel Barba
and Guillermo Shiroma, Varta Mayoreo
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care and may retirement be a wonderful adventure. Godspeed.” - The Calvista Team
“Not only will CalExotics not be the same
without Jackie as part of their team… neither
will our industry. For over 30 years, Jackie
has been a fixture of strength, hard work and
dedication to her craft. Jackie’s inner and outer
beauty, along with the sharpest wit and keen
sense of humour helped set the standard of
what excellence looked like in the Adult Pleasure Products Industry. Jackie is just one of
those special people with the rare quality that
puts everyone at ease and makes them feel like
they are her best friend. For me personally, her
retirement is not a ‘farewell’, but rather a “now
maybe we can actually see each other more”
moment! Lastly, the only advice I would offer to
Susan is, do not try and fill her shoes. Not only
are they too big to fill… she has way too many
of them! Literally. Too many damn shoes, Jackie!!”- Ken Sahn, President, Holiday Products
A close-knit team since 1992:
Susan Colvin and Jackie White

“Congratulations on an amazing career at
CalExotics. Personally, you have been such an
amazing person to work with; as well instrumental in contributing to the success of ECN.
Your passion over the years and love for the
company will be hard to be replaced. I wish you
an enjoyable retirement filled with health and
happiness!” - Michael Koretsky, President and
CEO, East Coast News
“A big WOW! This is a sad time to have a person of your calibre leave the industry, however,
this is an exciting time for the next part of your
journey through life. On behalf of all the Calvista
people who have had the pleasure to have met
you, we will shed a tear that we won’t get to
catch up as often, but we will always remember
all the fun times and laughter we shared. Take
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“Jackie, you have been a mover and a shaker
in this industry. You’ve paved the way for women coming in after you and you’ve made this
industry so much more mainstream and inviting
than it would have been without you and your
influence. You have been a consummate professional woman for all to aspire to. I will miss
you terribly and be forever grateful for all you’ve
contributed. We’ve shared some great times
and lots of laughs that I’ll remember always. I’m
so happy to see you retire with so many wonderful years left to be enjoyed. Live long and
live happy my friend!” - Casey Lozano, Director
of Operations, Patricia’s
“I have been at Williams for 20 years and have
known Jackie for most of them. As a woman,
Jackie has inspired me to be a stronger woman
in this Industry. She is an incredibly hard worker
and an Asset to CalExotics. I am sure she will
be missed by all. Good Luck in your Retirement
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and I will miss seeing you.” - Bethann Smith,
Vice President Purchasing/Owner, Williams
Trading Company
“Has it been over 25-years since Jackie and I
met? It certainly seems like only a few months
ago she and Susan were pioneering a trail
through a wilderness into which women dared
not enter. I don’t need to belabour the fact
that our industry was male-dominated and
female-subservient. However, Jackie was
the driving force behind the creation of the
strongest brand in sexual wellness and the
re-creation of an industry long overdue for a
person of her intellect, determination, and professionalism. Jackie’s retirement is not the end
of an era, it represents the beginning of a new
chapter in her life. She will remain a constant
reminder of the value of strategic business
skills, integrity, and ethical decision-making, always acting in the best interest of those around
her. We extend our best wishes and encourage her to stay in contact with her long list of
friends.” - Sara Lee Goff, Owner, Condoms to
Go and Sara’s Secret
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“When I first entered the
industry, I had no idea what
I was doing. I had no experience and was grieving over
the loss of my mother. There
was a very small circle of people that I trusted and relied on.
Jackie was a huge part of my
support system. I consider her
a friend and mentor. She was
there for me as a friend during
some of my most difficult
times and also there in times
of laughter and fun. When I
think of Jackie I always think
of her as being at the centre of
Jackie and her colleague Lupe
everything, and her laughter.
Martinez with the Calvista team
She is someone who you can
trust, she is honest and has a vibrant personality that truly cares about the industry. Jackie
has been an important part of the industry for
over 30 years. When she entered the industry,
it was quite different. There were few brands
and almost no women. She is part of the
small group of women who paved the way for
women now, an integral part of pushing the
industry forward to what it is today. Jackie is
an industry staple and will be greatly missed.
Shows will feel a little more empty without her
there. I wish Jackie all the best in her retirement.” - Bonnie Feingold, CEO/President,
Honey’s Place
“I think the stereotype of an industry veteran is
someone who is grumpy and tired. Not Jackie.
She has always been wonderful and fun. One
reason I love this industry is that it is good to
us and we can be nice to each other. No one
personifies this more than Jackie. Everyone
at PriveCo wishes her the best. We’ll miss her
smile, her sense of humour, but we are happy
to celebrate the fact that she doesn’t have
to work so hard any longer.” - Tom Nardone,
President, PriveCo/Vibrators.com
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A very merry CalExotics
Christmas, circa 2019

“It has been a great pleasure and honour to
know and work with Jackie. She always has a
beautiful smile on her face and her quick laughter is so contagious. She is one of the most
welcoming, good-hearted people I have ever
had the pleasure of knowing. The industry is
going to miss her! I wish her the best in her retirement and to enjoy it fully!” - Wanda Garland,
CEO, Eldorado Trading Company
“I don’t know if you recall, but we first met
at CPLC. It was either ‘90 or ‘91 and I was
working for Taylor Coleman. I was all of 22
or 23 years old and I was utterly clueless.
Someone pawned me off on you (I think it was
Susan) and you gave me a tour. I was smitten
right away. You were so kind and genuine, and
your eyes twinkled with an amused smile that
lit up the aisles. You likely provided hundreds of
tours to idiots like me at CPLC, but you made
me feel special. It is thirty years later, and I still
feel the same way. I don’t get to see you often,
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but I always look forward to spending a few
minutes with you at ANME. Those moments
are always a highlight of the show for me. I love
that you still look at me with that amused smile
and love that your eyes still twinkle when you
smile. Thank you for your help over the years,
love ya!” - Pat Jagos, Owner, Groove
She’s always smiling, and she’s got a great laugh!
Every time I see her, she makes me feel good.
I wish you the best, girlfriend! We are the same
age and retiring at the same time - let’s enjoy
everything life has given us! - Jennifer Downey,
President, Ambiance, the Store for Lovers
There are truly no words to describe how much
Jackie means to the CalExotics family and
the adult industry. Her loyalty, professionalism
and charm will not be forgotten. Thank you for
everything, Jackie!
The CalExotics Team
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Mark Boderius (ORION) and Björn Radcke
(ORION) talked about the multi-faceted
topic of product development

More than 60 retailers from over 16 countries
participated in ORION’s first Training Days event
which took place from November 3 to 5, 2021 in
celebration of the company’s 40-year anniversary.
The focus of the event, which took place at the
ORION head offices in Flensburg, Germany,
was on workshops, product training, constructive
exchange, and having a good time - in line with the
event motto ‘BUSINESS meets PLEASURE.’

Kristina (ORION) and Marion
(ORION) shared useful information
with the participants of the Training
Days during the lingerie workshop
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The participants were split up into
eight smaller groups for the workshops
and product training sessions, which
in turn were divided into six stations.
The workshops and product training stations for ‘Toys’, ‘Lingerie’, and
‘Logistics’ were manned by the ORION
Wholesale team, while the stations
‘Lubes & Cosmetics’, ‘Pipedream’, and
‘Svakom’ were in the capable hands
of representatives from the respective
brands: Axel Kaben from Lubry GmbH
was in charge of the lubricant station
while Florian Wittich presented the

More than 60 participants were
divided into smaller groups for
workshops and product training

latest Pidedream products, and Hannes
Hultman had all the information about
the Svakom assortment. The participants were treated to exclusive information about upcoming products from
ORION and the three aforementioned
partner companies. But there were also
other interesting insights to be gleaned,
such as insights into the product development processes at ORION. The
company started creating their own
products in the early 1990s, and it has
remained a big part of their operations
ever since. During the ‘Toys’ workshop,
the team outlined how ideas for new
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Representing the ORION team:
Mark Boderius, Hans-Jürgen Bähr,
Hauke Christiansen, and Björn Radcke the initiators of the event
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Torben Johannsen, ORION’s
logistics manager, provided
insights into his 'realm‘

products are born and developed and what
steps are taken to make product development more sustainable in the future. Each of
these interesting topics was given roughly 20
minutes, but there was always time to ask
questions, and quite often, these questions
led to engaging conversations between the
participants and the organisers. One of the
highlights of the event was a guided tour
of the ORION logistics department. The
high-bay warehouse with its six storage and

Hannes Hultman (SVAKOM) had all
the information about the brand’s
new vibrators and masturbators

retrieval machines offers enough space for
a total of 85,000 storage positions, and the
fact that every day, 70,000 to 80,000 products are shipped from here clearly impressed
the visitors when logistics manager Torben
Johannsen explained the inner workings of
the warehouse and ORIONS’s storage system. The Training Days event already began
on Wednesday evening when everybody
met for dinner at ‘Hansens Brauerei’, the
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northernmost restaurant brewery in Germany,
and it ended with another dinner (including
whiskey tasting) on Thursday night, this time
at ‘Mäder’s Restauration’ in Flensburg. “The
positive response to the event has been
overwhelming,“ says Hans-Jürgen Bähr, Chief
Product Officer (CPO) & Chief Sales Officer
B2B (CSO) at ORION. “We came up with the
ORION Training Days as a way to celebrate
our 40-year anniversary in the industry. The

Florian Wittich (Pipedream
Europe) presented the latest
products from Pipedream

main goal was always to live up to our motto:
‘BUSINESS meets PLEASURE’ - and to really
make the most of this opportunity now that
we can finally meet our business partners in
person again. Face-to-face conversations in
a pleasant atmosphere are productive and
they also have a lasting effect. The event was
a big success on every level and chances are
that there will be a follow-up.”

'Lube Talk‘ with
Axel Kaben (Lubry GmbH)
and Andre Braack (ORION)
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Development and expansion
pj ur ‘s re v i e w o f 2 0 2 1
with others, we were building on existing
measures - for example our Digital Days
event, which we started back in 2020.”

Interaction with the
customers remained
one of pjur’s focal
points in 2021 – be it
in the form of events
like the DIGITAL
DAYS Partner
Summit or in real life
like at eroExpo in
Moscow

“2021 was a year of development and expansion. It was a year shaped by changes
that were started back in 2020. Digitalisation has forced us to develop new
solutions in many different areas: We have
faced new challenges with regard to customer meetings and training sessions. We
have had to find ways of replacing trade
shows and overcome challenges in communication between employees within the
company and also in our communication
with end customers,” explains Alexander
Giebel, summing up the past year. “Some
initiatives such as the restructuring of
our Smarketing team, were new while

2021, the year of development and expansion
at pjur: Successful
digitalisation projects
were extended, Smarketing team were developed
and pjur’s quality standards were kept high. In a
rather unpredictable year,
it’s great that Alexander
Giebel, Founder and CEO
of pjur, has a lot of positive
developments to report on
from the pjur headquarters
in Luxembourg.
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2021: A look back on
a challenging year
Once again, pjur has had to radically
alter many of its plans during this past
year. Strong nerves, digital solutions and
resilient teams were crucial factors here.
Back at the start of the year, when many
regions were still struggling with lockdowns, pjur was particularly delighted to
receive the Health, Wellness and Beauty
Award from Watsons, Asia’s leading retailer. In spring, pjur launched its ‘Normalize
Lube’ campaign, highlighting the fact that
there is a still a lot of shame surrounding
the subject of personal lubricant. The
company’s social media campaign aimed
to reduce the taboo surrounding the
topic and empower women in particular
to use personal lubricant. At the beginning of June, pjur launched its DIGITAL
DAYS Partner Summit and invited all
pjur customers to virtual meetings over
a three-day period. Alongside this, the
summer was dominated by the motto
‘Love is Love’. pjur raised a great deal of
awareness with the launch of its limited
pjur ORIGINAL Rainbow Edition, which
featured a rainbow on the label representing love, acceptance and tolerance: The
campaign was shown online and offline
– and even featured on the windows of
the Museum of Sex in Manhattan, New
York. Under the banner of ‘Anal August’,
pjur launched a mini campaign that put
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with the run-up to Christmas, pjur announced
the launch of pjur WOMAN Selection, a range
of pjur WOMAN best sellers marketed in stylish
(gift) packaging designed to grab customers’
attention at the POS.

ANAL PLAY IS

genderless
BECAUSE EVERYBODY HAS A BUTT

June, pjur launched its DIGITAL DAYS Partner
Summit and invited all pjur customers to virtual
meetings over a three-day period. Alongside
this, the summer was dominated by the motto
‘Love is Love’. pjur raised a great deal of
awareness with the launch of its limited pjur
ORIGINAL Rainbow Edition, which featured
a rainbow on the label representing love,
acceptance and tolerance: The campaign was
shown online and offline – and even featured
on the windows of the Museum of Sex in Manhattan, New York. Under the banner of ‘Anal
August’, pjur launched a mini campaign that
put the spotlight firmly on people’s behinds.
Reflecting the motto ‘Everybody has a butt’,
the campaign focused on the pleasures of the
backdoor and how this can enrich everyone’s
love life regardless of gender or identity. In
addition to this, the company launched its ‘Did
you know’ campaign, which was an educational series for customers in Australia and New
Zealand. In October, pjur celebrated a premiere
at eroExpo in Russia. This was the first time
that pjur was at the show with its own booth,
enabling Russian customers to directly connect
with contact partners at pjur. Timed perfectly
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Key success factors: Digitalisation, team
skills and ‘Made in Germany’
Alexander Giebel has identified three pillars for
success in 2021: Digitalisation, restructuring of
teams, and products ‘Made in Germany’. The
ongoing digitalisation of processes, training
courses and internal communication is one of
these success factors ensuring that the Smarketing team(s) remained available at their home
offices during lockdown and were able to keep
advising and training customers. The restructuring of the Smarketing team also played an
important role here. As of 2021, every customer is allocated a team of experts comprising
one person from sales and one from marketing.
This approach will ensure customers receive
the best possible support and can be won over
to the company as brand ambassadors. This
is an important factor considering how much
consumers rely on recommendations from
sales staff in these uncertain times. The third
pillar of success is the systematic commitment
to ‘Made in Germany’. This applies to product quality and the availability of goods. The
company was able to avoid major bottlenecks
by carefully planning production runs, ensuring
high stocks of raw materials and through its
production sites in Germany. pjur was again
able to respond effectively to increased demand in 2021 through its collaboration with an
international logistics partner. “Following a challenging year that brought with it a host of new
projects, we would like to wish our customers,
employees and partners a well-deserved rest
at Christmas with plenty of time to spend with
their families – and, of course, a Happy New
Year,” adds Alexander Giebel, who is already
looking forward to a great start to 2022.
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The Competitive Advantage:

Purpose-Driven… Profit
A c ol um n w r i tte n by D o m i n n i q u e Ka r e ts o s

Last month we discovered the
strength that lies in creating
Pleasure Equity in our brands
to gain that all important,
clear-cut Competitive Advantage. This month Dominnique
Karetsos, CEO of Healthy
Pleasure Group, discusses the
transformational impact brand
purpose can have on profit.
Recently in a meeting I was asked,
‘what is your business model?’ Having
just explained the value and structure
of the Healthy Pleasure Group’s (HPG)
ecosystem, it became apparent that I
was being asked whether we were a
profit or not-for-profit. I replied ‘We are
purpose-driven profit.’
When it comes to pleasure, society
often places too much focus on a
by-product of pleasure: orgasms.
We have invested little time in
understanding the journey of pleasure
and the inherent value it brings to
our life physically, socially and
economically. Similarly in business,
a brand’s purpose has been
bypassed by an overwhelming focus
on one of its by-products: profit.
The objective for many brands in the
adult and pleasure markets has been
to enjoy raking in profits. Today, the
landscape has changed as our industry
becomes increasingly narrated by a
growing number of consumers who are
2
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demanding that brands reveal their purpose,
prove that they are aligned with consumers’
needs and exist for their benefit.
To be a purpose driven brand means to
consider every aspect of your customer
experience. From the inside out, culture to
consumer; each touch point is an opportunity
for a brand to authentically share its purpose.
A charity donation or stamping a slogan on
your packaging is not purpose-driven. In
isolation, this is at best a one-off declaration,
not a long-term promise and consumers no
longer buy it. To be successful in the future of
this $122bn SH&T economy, purpose-driven
profit must be the sustainable business model to build your brand around.
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On the other hand, at a time in our industry
when investment is blooming and mergers &
acquisitions are consolidating the categories
and divisions in SH&T, brands are equally having to navigate investors’ demands for profit
above anything else.
This duality between Purpose vs. Profit is the
one thing all brands have in common, whether
in their infancy or established CPGs. Encouragingly, there is no other industry where being
purpose-driven has taken root quite like ours.
The organic period care company OHNE
infuses every part of its customer journey with
its purpose to dismantle menstrual shame
and stigmas. The brand has three clear and
concise purpose-driven values:
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touchpoint it embarks
on is purpose-driven. MysteryVibe was
founded to create the
ultimate personalised
pleasure experience,
especially after major
life events like childbirth, menopause,
cancer treatment or
surgery. By combining
technology with humanity, MysteryVibe is
creating products, and
importantly education, that is raising the
credibility and inherent
value of pleasure in
what has historically
been a sterile, medical
space.
1. Products and packaging created
with the environment in mind
2. Products made with your body’s
best interest in mind
3. Championing inclusion and diversity,
believing in the right to menstrual
well being for everyone
OHNE breathes these values throughout
every customer touchpoint. From its product
line which caters to people who menstruate
throughout their entire cycle (not just during
the time that they are bleeding), to its informative educational content that aims to increase
people’s understanding of their cycle and what
works for their bodies.
As a sexual health authority in the medical
space, MysteryVibe is another brand that
ensures that every communication and
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In my first Competitive Advantage column
we explored how a brand’s ‘why’ can create
a competitive advantage, as knowing your
why creates the roadmap to authenticity and
is arguably imperative to your existence as a
brand. Purpose-driven brands deliver beyond
maximising their profits and, especially in
Sexual Health & Technology (SH&T), exist to
benefit society. They are proof of intentional
existence, in action.
Your competitive advantage hinges on the
success of establishing your brand purpose now. From investor pitch to consumer
purchase, your purpose can lead to success
by igniting a transformational impact; pushing your brand to innovate and imagine new
frontiers while attracting talent, benefitting
generations to come and yes, increasing
your profits.
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FINAL WORDS
Mark e t ing M a tte r s
In his monthly column,
Brian Gray from Glasgowbased marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing
offers his thoughts on all
things marketing. Have
your paper tissues at the
ready for what is his last
column with EAN. But if
you think he’s leaving
quietly, you’d be mistaken.

And so it’s finally come. The end of an
era. After four-odd years of one’s critical
mind waxing lyrical on issues, companies
or people in the industry that have piqued
my interest from one month to the next,
this is my last column for EAN. I hope
you’ve enjoyed reading them even more
than I have writing them.
As I work to get this all shipshape and
fit for human consumption I’m wondering what version of ‘My Way’ should be
playing for some artistic flourish in the
background. Should it be Sinatra’s
crooning or the snarl of the Sex
Pistols’ Sid Vicious? The solution:
a mashup of Sinatra’s lyrics (well,
Paul Anka’s) with Sid’s snarl.
As I ponder the preceding
months, probably the most
notable – and optimistic – news
came just a few months ago
with the announcement of
ISO 3533: the first international design standard for
pleasure products. The culmination of a process which began
a few years earlier, it’s a welcome
(and much overdue) development.
It’s one which hopefully not only acts
as a catalyst for more products
to enter the marketplace that
are safer for consumers but
will also inspire further
change across
the industry
vis-à-vis

product quality, professionalism, transparency and accountability. But how realistic
is this, given that my ‘foundation’ for
such optimism is a mere set of guidelines
which aren’t even mandatory for manufacturers? Time will indeed tell, but fingers
are crossed nonetheless.
As an aside, the companies playing a key
role in the development of the new safety
guidelines, We-Vibe and their parent,
Lovehoney Group, can see this as another feather in their cap. And rightly so. But
while their involvement is something that
should be highlighted on their websites,
their investor relations reporting and
further afield, there’s the obvious corollary
that they’ll in turn be expected to lead
by example in all key business areas. In
short, it would be silly to be shouting from
the rooftops about sex toy safety and
design standards if they are then found
to be falling short elsewhere. Given the
Group’s size, talent held, and resources
however, this shouldn’t be the case, and I
personally hope not also.
The new safety and design standards
arrive at a rather surreal point, given the
sheer uncertainty of what’s going on
around us. I’d written a few months ago
about the supply chain issues affecting not only this industry but the global
economy. We may arrive at a point (or
have we already?) where brands are keen
as mustard to embrace ISO 3533 but are
hampered by manufacturing and supply
issues.
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I’d certainly recommend a curious eye remains
focused on China in the near future. While
most people will be focusing on the upcoming
Winter Olympics there, it will be very interesting
to see what happens afterwards. As seasoned
geo-political analysts readily acknowledge,
there has been non-kinetic conflict between
China and the West on psychological, media
and legal battlefronts for a while. With tensions
brewing over Taiwan as well as concern over
alleged human rights issues, could we see a
backlash against consumer brands for having
goods manufactured there? Country-of-origin effect may play an increasing role when it
comes to consumers deciding which companies they want to give their money to. Once
again, time will tell.
Over the past year, one thing I’ve tried to
impress upon you is to have a much more
heightened awareness of what’s going on in the
external marketing environment (all those crazy
political, economic, societal, technological,
environmental and legal things flying around) in
these truly unprecedented times. I hope you’ll
take heed accordingly. And as I also said a few
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months ago, don’t trust the mainstream media
one darn bit. Dig deeper and before you decide
on who is playing with a straight bat (or not),
follow the money trail to see if they’re in the
payroll of spurious ‘special interests’. That’ll tell
you all you need to know.
What other pearls of marketing wisdom can I
impart in my final few paragraphs before riding
off into the proverbial sunset? Perhaps unsurprisingly, not much. I’m not of course saying
that I’m short of advice to give. But it’s just
that for the most part, I’ve been giving you the
majority of them throughout the last few years
in this very column, and they’re as relevant now
just as much as they were when first writing
them. But if you can’t be bothered going
through back issues right now, here’s some to
consider.
EAN’s readers constitute a broad church.
There’ll be the major manufacturers, the big retail
chains, wholesalers and the like. But there’ll also
be the sole traders running sex toy websites,
and perhaps the artisan fetish fashion designers
too. From the UK to Ukraine and everywhere
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in between there’s no shortage of businesses
slugging it out and trying to earn a crust.
For the artisans out there, I’d re-emphasise
the importance of forging good relationships
with your peers. Yes, you may well be competitors, but if you’re recognisably different
from one another while still sharing the same
ideals pertaining to quality standards and a
desire to further yourselves and your brands
then consider pooling some of your resources
together. At its simplest it may be sharing some
time together for marketing communications
such as web or social media content. Or, it may
develop into something deeper such as a strategic alliance. It doesn’t have to comprise just
two business owners. Find others who have
similar aims, objectives and values who can get
involved with raising overall awareness of the
category or sub-category you’re in. Your time is
so precious and with so many other things you
have to juggle, a bit of shared marketing effort
may indeed go a long way.
For solo or small-team online sex toy retailers, branding and differentiation can be major
issues, which can often directly arise from
being in too much of a rush to launch and
make sales. Generically named shops lacking
in originality that are selling the same products
as hundreds of other websites and without
a clearly defined target market are frankly on
a hiding to nothing. Have a name that really
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means and conveys something to get people’s
brains (and other things?) pumping. Make sure
that you and your target market know why
you’re different than all the other sex toy stores
out there and why they should be shopping
with you. Use your social media to best effect
to drive traffic to your website. Don’t just try
and flog your wicked wares: provide great content that will give them a reason to come back
time and again. And of course, give people
a darn good reason to hand over their email
address (double opt-in of course!) in order to
grow a top-notch database for direct communications and relationships that you can own
rather than the social media giants.
What else to quickly shout before signing off?
Remember your 4Ps! Think far more about your
mission, vision, objectives, planning and strategy than you do about social media; and build
a brand that means something – not just to you
but your prospects, customers, and all other
audiences. And cherish your freedom – personal as well as economic – in these crazy times.
All that remains to be done is to wish you all the
very best Christmas and New Year under the
circumstances and hope that 2022 will bring
you success in your endeavours wherever you
are. So, in the immortal closing words of trash
TV god Jerry Springer, “take care of yourself
and each other. “
I’ll see you on the other side…
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ThaiFest 2021
A l ook b ac k a t th i s y e a r ’s T h a i Fe s t w i th th e o rga nisers o f th e event

After overcoming all the pandemic obstacles and various restrictions,
the 8th International Adult products industry Festival ThaiFest took
place from September 30 to October 5, 2021. This time, 90 major
representatives of the Russian sex toy market and 17 brands from
all over the world met in a hospitable and picturesque country with
rich history and culture: Turkey, or, more precisely, in the ancient and
beautiful Antalya, at the luxurious Asteria Kremlin Palace
hotel complex.
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The main idea of ThaiFest festival is to
get acquainted with the latest products
from the industry, learn the most interesting and important news from the
manufacturers and brands, get to know
each other, discuss business strategies,
and, in general, have a great time and
have fun! This year, the festival had five
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VIP partners and 12 partners. SVAKOM was
among the VIP-Partners. “They are old friends
and have been partners of ThaiFest for many
years! Unfortunately, the representatives of the
brand were not able to attend ThaiTest due to
the restrictions associated with Covid, but they
conducted trainings remotely via Zoom! They
presented new toys of the Connection Series,
which allow partners to maintain relationships
at a distance, which is so important in our
world now. They also presented a new line
of Hedy X masturbator eggs with improved
texture and material,” explain Marina Pavlova and Tatiana Lukicheva, the organisers of
ThaiFest. M.D. Science Lab was also one of
the VIP-Partners. For more than 20 years,
Swiss Navy have been leaders in the intimate
cosmetics market and continue to push the
market forward! During the trainings with Randy
Withers and Dmitry Averyanov, special attention was paid to the new Desire line, consisting
of sexual wellness products developed by
women for women. The Satisfyer brand also
was a VIP-Partner of ThaiFest, and their training sessions were conducted by the brand’s
representative Maria Yadelich. A lot of bright
new products, affordable prices, and powerful
marketing support - these are the pillars that
make this brand so popular. The next VIP-Partner was Exsens, a French brand dedicated to
intimate cosmetics and lubricants, created by
women who sincerely believe that the world
needs a beautiful, safe, and fun brand of sexual health products. Exsens are successfully
moving forward, spreading their message of
love and pleasure. “And the fifth VIP-Partner
of our event was the American brand Evolved.
The company was founded in 2006, but it has
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already firmly established itself in the global
sex toy market. Today, the brand’s sex toys
are in demand not only in America, but also
internationally. It is the brand that offers a wide
range of toys with unique packaging designs.
At the festival, the products were represented
by company founder Greg Alves and Sales
Director Steven Sav,” Marina Pavlova & Tatiana
Lukicheva add. The following companies were
partners of the festival: Pipedream, represented
by Florian Wittich, who showcased the new
Hookup panties and all the latest new products from the US manufacturer. “Unfortunately,
representatives of the brand Shunga could not
fly to our event, but this did not stop us from
conducting productive and informative training
sessions for their products. Everybody loves
Shunga’s cosmetics and philosophy!” Marina
and Tatiana also point out the involvement of
another partner of the event: Kokos, a brand
from South Korea. At this year’s ThaiFest, the
brand and its technologically advanced toys
were represented by the owner, Mr. Lee Joo
Rak, and his wife, Mirye Yoon. The attendees
of the event were especially impressed by the
newly crafted Adel Onahole series of extremely realistic masturbators. As always, ORION
presented a wide range of products at ThaiFest – a vegan BDSM accessories line, a series
of multifunctional toys made of high-quality
silicone named Couples Choice, and breathtaking erotic lingerie from the Cottelli Collection,
Abierta Fina, and NEK men’s underwear lines.
Christoph Hofmann from Mystim promoted
the joy of electro sex and demonstrated the
principle of the effect of electricity on sensitive
skin receptors. Two Russian manufacturers
were also participating in this year’s Thai-
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Fest – Djaga-Djaga and BioMed-Nutrition.
While Andrey Narkunas, a representative of
Djaga-Djaga, showed new items and demonstrated a wide range of sex toys and BDSM
accessories, Maxim Kalyatin and Yulia Isachenkova, the founders and owners of BioMed-Nutrition, presented a new premium cosmetics
line called NO TABOO. Products in this new
line are thought out to the smallest detail - from
chic packaging in the form of a gold-embossed
case to a high-quality vacuum dispenser that
protects the product from contact with the
atmosphere. Bathmate has been a partner of
the festival for many years. Igor Gerasimov,
Bathmate’s brand ambassador, showed all the
features and all the splendour of their products.
“We are also proud to point out that we are
working more and more closely with the Hot
Octopuss brand and its co-founder, Adam
Lewis! After all, the brand’s toys underscore
all the medical progress that Adam and his
business partner have made to serve sexual health and wellbeing”, the organisers say.
Plaisir Secret (Concorde) and Christoph Walme
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brought various brands of toys, BDSM accessories, cosmetics, and lingerie to Antalya. Kisstoy on the other hand is a Chinese brand that
has the best American designers working on the
toys and the packaging. The brand has its own
face and philosophy, which was demonstrated
during the training sessions. Mai Cosmetics
Attraction, a Thaifest Partner from Spain, wasn’t
able to conduct product trainings this year, but
the participants could contact the organizers if
they had questions about the brand. “Our entire
industry, everything that makes the sexual life of
people more beautiful, everything that is big and
important, and even this event would not have
been possible without these participants. We
thank them all so much for being with us at the
festival and showing people that all of us are one
big and close-knit team. We sincerely hope that
the eighth ThaiFest strengthened and brought
inspiration to these business partnerships, plus
lots of new and useful information. And most
importantly, it gave us all an opportunity arrange
a team reload and amplify everything that we do
best!” Marina and Tatiana conclude.
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At Love Not War, we strive to be ‘eco-friendly’
in all areas of our business

Wi l l Ransc o m be , c o - f o u n d e r s o f L o v e N o t Wa r, o n susta ina bility a nd sex to ys

Many EAN readers
will remember Will
Ranscombe’s article in
our October issue in
which he detailed ways to
make sex toy production
more sustainable. Will
obviously knows what he
is talking about, after all
he founded Love Not War
together with his business
partner Rob Scott - the
brand that has brought us
the world’s first sustainable
collection of eco-friendly
vibrators.
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Before we talk about ‘Love Not War’,
would you tell us a bit more about yourself? You’re no stranger to the industry,
obviously. How did you get started in the
sexual wellness industry? And what did
you do for a living before that?
Will Ranscombe: I’m Will Ranscombe,
one of the co-founders of Love Not War,
and while Love Not War is a new sustainable sex toy brand, I am indeed no
stranger to the toy industry. I was the
former Managing Director of Je Joue, so
I have many years of knowledge and
experience in the luxury sex toy sector.
Together with one of my former

colleagues and business partner, Rob
Scott, who was a Lead Engineer at Je
Joue, we set about rethinking the design
and manufacturing process of sex toys
to create a product range that not only
feels great but is also sustainable
and eco-conscious.
But before I got involved in the sex toy
world, I worked in investment banking at
one of the big well-known firms. It was a
big jump from banking to sex toys, but
one that I have thoroughly enjoyed. And
after spending years in the luxury sex toy
sector, I am thrilled for this new challenge
of helping to shift the sector towards
more green and eco-friendly practices.
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In light of climate change, it seems pretty
obvious why you founded ‘Love Not War’ and
focused on sustainable sex toys, but still: How
did this project take shape?
Will: Climate change has been in the press a lot
recently, not only due to COP26 but because
of other catastrophic events happening around
the globe. From raging wildfires to devastating flooding, climate change is affecting every
single person on this earth and change needs to
happen now. Governments have to take drastic
steps to shift the global temperature rising out of
control, however, we can each implement some
green practices into our own lives to help the
earth recover or at best, not make it worse.
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Many of our consumers already practice some
sustainable habits in their everyday lives from recycling to purchasing high-quality products from
ethical brands. However, when it comes to their
choice of ‘green’ sex toys, their choices are unfortunately limited. This is how Love Not War came
about. From day one, ‘eco-friendly’ has been
at the core of our business and our goal is for
people to come along on the journey with us, and
in turn, become more environmentally conscious
in their spending and consumption.

How difficult was it to bring your ideas to life?
What hurdles did you have to overcome on the
way to creating sustainable sex toys?
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Will: When Love Not War first launched, as
a business we made a conscious decision to
reduce our carbon footprint. We worked with a
sustainability expert to set out clear goals and
we’re continually monitoring our performance
and trying to upgrade our approaches. While
this is of course better for the environment and
will help us save money in the long run, as a
new business, it can be costly to do things
right. Convenience is cheap. However, to ensure we practice what we preach while keeping
the highest standards possible in our products,
it is entirely worth it in the long run.
We knew we needed to have our own factory
to be able to have total control of the manufacturing process. We didn’t want to outsource
and not know exactly what suppliers were
being used or even what type of energy was
being used to power the factory.
We also knew we needed to design a toy
that gives consumers the chance to repair or
recycle their toy, so that was a challenge too.
And of course, it’s great to use rechargeable
batteries, but they can be problematic too, so
we wanted to design a product that could help
consumers try out lots of different toys while
using the bare minimum of battery units.
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We’re not perfect, but we’re always trying to
find ways to improve. As the saying goes: ‘We
don’t need a handful of people doing zero
waste perfectly. We need millions of people
doing it imperfectly’.

Let’s talk about your product line - the world’s
first sustainable range of eco-friendly sex toys.
What materials do you use? How and where
are your vibrators produced? Is the packaging
also sustainable?
Will: At Love Not War we strive to be
‘eco-friendly’ in all areas of our business. In
particular, when it comes to our packaging and
the materials we use, we follow three simple
rules- reduce, reuse and recycle!
We ‘reduce’ by using as few materials as
possible across the whole board. For example,
all Love Not War toys come with a battery base
that is interchangeable, meaning you can use
one battery for multiple products.
Our goal is for people to never need to throw
their Love Not War toy away. We ‘reuse’ by
designing our products in such a way that they
are durable. They are built to last and because
the battery component is compatible and
interchangeable with all the “heads” from our
range, it can be reused when you want to try a
new toy.
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We ‘recycle’ by using materials that are either
recycled or recyclable. We put a great amount
of thought into every area of our business
model to ensure that nothing is wasted. And
of course, we happily accept Love Not War
products back for recycling.
We significantly reduced the amount of plastic
in Love Not War toys. The small amount of
plastic we do use is certified Bio Plastic and
we make sure that any waste from the manufacturing process is collected and recycled
ready to be used again. We also focus on using
recycled Aluminium as the main material, as it
is one of the most widely and easily recycled
materials globally, with up to 98% of the
world’s Aluminium currently recycled.
When it comes to our packaging, we of course
use only recycled cardboard and our packaging proudly carries the FSC logo. The FSC
logo shows that our products comply with the
highest social and environmental standards
on the market and shows customers that they
won’t be harming the world’s forests when they
choose to buy a Love Not War toy.
We came to realise that dying recycled card
uses a lot of energy and water, so we opted to
forgo that step and all our packaging now is a
natural and eco-friendly brown cardboard
and we use eco-friendly soy ink for
the text.
Our products come with an
eco-friendly Tencel storage bag that can be
repurposed too.
We even ensure the
glue is eco-friendly.

Even the design reflects sustainability. Would you mind explaining the idea
of the interchangeable electronic part?
Will: Our toys come with a battery base that is
interchangeable with all our detachable heads,
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meaning you need only one battery unit for all
our separate heads, creating multiple products.
This design also makes our products easier
to repair and recycle and reduces waste as
consumers don’t have multiple batteries lying
around the house.
Countries all around the world are starting to
adopt ‘Right to Repair’ laws, and we believe
this should apply to sex toys too.
While we see the benefits of recycling products
and how this option is obviously better than
unwanted or damaged products ending up in
landfills, the reality is that recycling something
uses a considerable amount of power and is
not actually the silver bullet that everyone
thinks it is.
For us, the best thing a company can do is to
reduce the amount of resources they’re using
and design something that is built to last.

How do you ensure that these high standards
are always met? How do you control
your suppliers, production, etc.?
Will: As mentioned, we have put
a large amount of thought and effort
into our manufacturing to ensure that the
whole process is as ‘green’ as possible and
meets our high standards.
At Love Not War we reuse and recycle as many
materials as possible, we even recycle the cutoffs from our plastic moulding process. For us,
it’s about having a birds-eye view of everything
that comes in and out of our factories and
being aware of what can be repurposed and
reused elsewhere, to ensure we’re reducing the
amount of resources we initially use.
Because we own our own factory, we can
monitor this whole process. On top of considering the materials we use in the product and
packaging designs we also consider the impact
of the actual manufacturing process and are
continually trying to lower our energy and water
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consumption and waste production.
We also ensure our factory is set up with
timers, so we minimise the energy needed for
heating and air conditioning. We turn off lights,
shut-off equipment that’s not being used and
we work regularly with sustainability experts to
find new ways to improve.
We even changed our energy providers to one
that uses predominantly hydro-electric sources.

Was it a conscious decision to start with bullet
vibrators - one of the
classics in the sex
toy market - or are
more advanced
products more difficult
to realize when it comes
to sustainability?
Will: When we first launched,
our range included Liebe, a
classic g-spot vibe; Amore, a
bullet; Laska, a twist on the classic
rabbit; and Meile, an internal vibe with a
unique ‘ball’ for pointed clitoral or g-spot
stimulation. We wanted to ensure there was
a wide selection of vibrators available to suit
our consumers’ many different likes that all
delivered on our sustainability promise. We
wanted to test the brand and ensure it ticked
all the right boxes before developing our other
products. Since then we’ve added Kama and
Grá to our range and most recently, announced
the Koi - the world’s most sustainable wand
- which will be available to purchase on our
website from next month.

How have industry, retailers, and consumers responded to your vision of sustainable vibrators?
Will: The focus on climate change is currently
red hot, with retailers, consumers and indus112

try all having a heightened awareness of the
consequences our actions have and so far,
everyone has welcomed Love Not War with a
sigh of relief. Not only for our eco-friendly manufacturing processes, but also because we’re
proving that high-quality doesn’t have to be
sacrificed. Sustainable sex toys are long overdue, and we’re excited to see how, not only,
we grow but hopefully how greener practices
are adopted across the industry.

Where does our market
stand in terms of
sustainability? Are
we still on square one
or have there already
been steps in the right
direction?
Will: I don’t feel like
the sex toy industry has
massively progressed far in
this area, hence our decision to
create Love Not War. However, as an
industry, we are definitely moving in the right
direction, with the likes of Lovehoney who sell
fishnet tights made from actual fishnets and
Womanizer using biodegradable plastic in
some of their products.
It is, however, unfortunately still an afterthought
for many, or even worse many engage in greenwashing. As a business, we look forward to
hopefully leading the way for others looking to
explore the world of sustainable production.

There are some sustainably produced sex toys
out there, or at least products that claim to be
so. What do retailers and consumers have to
consider if they want to sell or buy sustainable
sex toys? Isn’t there a risk of ‘greenwashing’ as
there is no real standard regarding the sustainability of sex toys?
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Will: Unfortunately, greenwashing is a serious
problem and while many companies are trying
to become more environmentally friendly, it
lacks serious effort and dedication.
Our recent column in the October issue of
EAN addressed this subject and how retailers
can be more sustainable. In the beginning, we
suggest retailers seek advice from a sustainability expert who can help them make a
plan of attack. But in the meantime, there are
simple steps they can take such as ensuring all
unused equipment and lights are switched off;
measure bills and electricity usage; assess the
materials used in packaging and swap out single use plastics for more sustainable recyclable
cardboard.
For consumers, when evaluating what product
to purchase, research the company first. Do
they have sustainable practices in place or and
are their policies and practices available on
their website? Next look at the actual product, what material is it made from and what
packaging does it use? At Love Not War, we
ensure our products are made from recycled
aluminium and what plastic we do use, is completely recyclable. Our packaging is a natural
and eco-friendly brown cardboard which uses
less energy and water to make, and we used
eco-friendly soy ink for the text.
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Unfortunately, as there are no standards for
companies to ensure they are sustainable, it is
up to consumers at the moment to ensure they
are purchasing from companies who actually
are doing all they can for the environment and
try not to fall for greenwashing.

In an article in the October issue of EAN Magazine, you presented specific suggestions on
how everyone in the industry can reduce their
carbon footprint. What was the response to
this article? Is our industry ready to do its part?
Will: Until recently, the industry has been
vastly unregulated and as it continues to grow,
so too does its carbon footprint. At Love Not
War, we strive to ensure our practices don’t
contribute to an already suffering climate, however, we worry about the industry as a whole
and hope that one day, green and sustainable
will also become the norm, just as body-safe
silicone has.
I don’t believe that we will see huge change
immediately, however after COP26 and the
deal struck there, we’re hopeful that companies
worldwide will start to take this topic more seriously and implement change in their practices.
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Many retailers have contacted us and are
interested in our mission. While not any specific
brand has gotten in touch after the October
issue, we hope that some of our points struck a
chord, and some businesses start to implement
even one or two easy adjustments.
Will the entirety of the sex toy industry produce
sustainably in the future? Or is that wishful thinking given the huge output of products?
Will: Over the last number of years, we’ve
watched the eco-friendly movement grow in
mainstream products, particularly in the beauty
and fashion industry and I definitely predict, and
welcome, the same trend for the sex toy industry.
It’s not really a choice anymore, it’s a necessity and in years to come, all products will be
expected to be eco-friendly. It has to happen
for the sake of the planet.
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We often hear the objection that more sustainability will drive up the prices. Is this true at all?
And isn’t there a growing willingness among
consumers to pay more for sustainable products anyway?
Will: Consumers are becoming more aware of
where their products come from and especially
how much energy has gone into making them.
People are more willing to make changes to
their daily lives to be more sustainable, especially Gen Z, who has also been dubbed the
green generation.
With this growing awareness in mind, consumers know that it takes more time and effort to
make products which don’t hurt the earth and
contribute to the ever-growing climate crisis.
Fast fashion in particular has recently come
under the microscope and for good reason.
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Landfills are growing with cheap and non-biodegradable clothing, leaking toxic substances
into the earth and the atmosphere. Consumers
are starting to change their purchasing habits
to not feed such a toxic industry. And in our
industry, just as consumers are aware that
body-safe silicone is better for themselves and
are willing to spend more on products that are
safe, they are also willing to pay more for higher
quality and sustainable products.
In saying that, our toys also aren’t the highest-priced products on the market. They
are, however, certainly the most sustainable
electronic sex toys and are of excellent quality.
We believe that as consumer habits continue to
shift, they are becoming increasingly willing to
pay slightly more for a sustainable product such
as one of ours than they would for a cheaper,
plastic toy. With our products, consumers are
getting good quality products that ‘don’t cost
the earth’ and that is something we believe our
customers recognise and place value on.
We believe that consumers are actively looking
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for products and services that use recycled
materials and that in itself was actually one of
the main driving forces behind launching Love
Not War. We look forward to listening to our
consumers on ‘green matters’ as we continue
to grow and evolve as an organisation.

What will happen next with Love Not War?
Where will your pioneering spirit take you?
Will: We have many exciting plans for the future
and can’t wait to see where the next couple of
years takes us. In the near future, the Koi will
launch for purchase on our website, and we
have a few more products on the backburner
that we can’t wait to test, trial and get out
to market.
Ultimately though, our aim is to become net
zero. We’re still a long way off, but we’re making small improvements every month and also
welcome any suggestions from consumers and
industry folk alike.
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As a company, we wanted to be

proactive rather than reactive to the need
R oc k s Off s w i tc h e s to s u s ta i n a bl e p l a s ti c - f r ee p a cka ging
Gary: With change comes challenge
but personally I think it is healthy for
businesses to challenge their working
processes and we have been working
towards this outcome for some months.
We knew that it simply was not enough
just to remove plastic from the packaging. We’ve reduced some of the finishing processes all of which adds to the
recycling issues when packaging waste is
re- processed. We also wanted to ensure
that we did not lose our visual appeal and
brand strength and I think our packaging
engineers and design team have done
that very well.

Rocks Off has always
been very meticulous
when it comes to the
packaging of their
products, going to
painstaking lengths to
make sure it represents
and accentuates the
brand. So, when Rocks
Off switched to a packaging design based on
plastic-free sustainable
materials, they naturally
approached this task with
the same dedication and
thoroughness. EAN wanted
to learn more about the
process, so we asked
Gary Elliott, Company
Director of Rocks Off,
for an interview.
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When did Rocks Off decide to stop using
plastic in its packaging and make it more
sustainable?

Can you tell us a bit about this process?
What difficulties did you have to overcome?

Gary Elliott: To be honest we have been
thinking about this for some time now on
both the sustainability and the accessibility side of our packing. We are all being
tasked to change our ways and question our thought process when we are
purchasing and disposing of waste, so it
made perfect sense to us, as a brand, to
own the responsibility and look at how we
could and should reduce our footprint.

Gary: I don’t think they were difficulties
as such, it was more a question of ‘How
do we ensure that we meet all of the requirements and still maintain our presentation and brand identity’. We wanted the
unboxing experience to be easy so that
the products could be removed quickly by
the consumer, in saying that it was also
important that the cardboard cradles were
not overly complicated and didn’t require
any additional and potentially difficult
to recycle extra’s to keep the products
secure in transit. Shipping rechargeable
products comes with its own legislation
so we also had to consider how we would
separate charging cables and remote
controls within the structures.

Out with plastic, in with new and more
sustainable materials. Obviously, these
changes are never that simple. How long
did the process of switching to sustainable packaging take?
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What materials is your new packaging design
based on, and why did you also work on the
size of your packaging?
Gary: All of our packaging, including the
inners, will be cardboard. Over the last
18 months shipping has become difficult
and also very expensive, so when we
considered the size of packaging it was
really on two levels of thinking, firstly to cut
down on materials and secondly to be able
to ship more products cost effectively. Let’s
not forget this positively impacts the onward
journey as the packaging cascades down
and through the supply chain to distributors,
stores and ultimately in the hands of
end users.

Rocks Off is a well-established brand in the
market. How does the new packaging design
reflect the Rocks Off brand philosophy?
Gary: We think it captures our identity really
well. We tend to up change our presentation
ongoing as part of our brand’s visual prosperity
anyway, so this was a perfect opportunity to
further endorse our sustainability statement
whilst moving forward with our packaging
presentation and creativity.

The official press release regarding your
sustainable packaging concept states this
new packaging is proof that sustainability
and design can be combined successfully
without sacrificing brand impact and attractive
appearance. Does that happen a lot?
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Gary: Well for us it was one of the key points,
we believe projects like this show how design
and sustainability can successfully go together.
We asked our team to focus on the positive
pay backs rather than any negative reactions or
thought blocking to reducing size and we believe
what they have produced is an excellent option.
Of course, we could have just removed plastic
hangers and pet tray but that wasn’t what we
were aiming to achieve. We wanted to show how
we could reduce our use of materials and onward
journey costs all of which plays its part in cutting
down our footprint and ultimately others within
the supply chain.

Outsiders often don’t understand the importance
of packaging in our industry. How would you
explain it to them?
Gary: That’s a great question but for us it has
really always been an important part of who we
are along with our creative identity. We believe
that pleasure products should be presented as
high- end lifestyle products. We’ve never used
explicit imagery to ‘sell our wares’ instead we’ve
always looked to the mainstream and taken the
lead from that to stylise our presentations, finishes
and colourways. Packaging is part of the choice
it’s what draws the eye so it must be visually
appealing and instantly connect the consumer to
the product and brand. As we have said many
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times before, we pay as much attention to how
we present a £10.00 product to a product that
is over £100.00. Each purchase is equally as
important to the end user’s budget and overall
experience, and we have applied the same
thought process to our sustainable packaging.

Will the new packaging concept be rolled out
for all existing products as well as for upcoming
product lines?
Gary: Yes, all of our products and ranges will be
moved into the new packaging style and customers can expect to see the first versions arriving in
early 2022. I think what we have done is reacted
quite quickly to what will become the expected
norm moving forward. As a company, we wanted
to be proactive rather than reactive to the need.

Is Rocks Off planning any further steps in
terms of sustainability?
Gary: I think we will be appraising as we go,
really. Certainly, this project has given us food
for thought and we hope our customers see
this a positive reaction to the call to action for
everyone to look at how they produce and
where the products and the associated
elements ultimately end up in communities
and global living environments.
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This year, we have added more than

600 new products to our assortment
ST RUBBER p r e s e n t th e i r m a i n c a ta l o gu e f o r 2022

The presentation of the
new main catalogue of
ST RUBBER at eroFame
has become one of the
show’s traditions much
like the Oktoberfest party.
Unfortunately, the trade
convention didn’t take
place in October due to
the coronavirus situation,
but of course, there still
has to be a ST RUBBER
catalogue for 2022. So, the
664-page catalogue was
published in mid-November – just in time for our
EAN interview with Werner
Tiburtius, one of the heads
of ST RUBBER.

The new ST RUBBER main catalogue for
2022 packs an impressive 664 pages!
How long did it take to compile the
catalogue?
Werner Tiburtius: Once the main
catalogue for one year is out there,
we start working on the next one right
away. Of course, the first step is looking
at all the potential new additions, and
once we have tested the products,
we pick the ones that are right for
our assortment. As you can imagine, this
is always a long, work-intensive process.
In June, we usually enter the critical
stage, with lots of meetings and a lot
of coordinating with our suppliers. And
then, we present the finished catalogue
at eroFame. At least, that’s how it usually
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goes. There being no eroFame this year,
we decided to wait a little longer.

Again, the ST RUBBER main catalogue for
2022 has 664 pages. How many products
can be found on those many, many pages?
Werner: This year, we have added more
than 600 new products to our assortment,
ranging from sex toys to drugstore products
to fetish highlights to sexy lingerie to cheeky
gag products. So, whatever you need, you
will definitely find what you are looking for!

With so many products, how is the catalogue structured? Do you try to highlight
certain product groups?
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Werner: We never try to put the focus on one
specific category; you really can’t if you want
to offer a comprehensive wholesale range. We
cover various product categories, catering to
a wide array of customer needs and preferences. Speaking of which, we obviously value
the feedback we get from our customers and
always take it into account when picking new
products. With each catalogue, with each year,
we continue the evolution of our assortment
based on what the customers and the consumers want. So, we always strive to have our
finger on the pulse of the market to keep up
with the trends.

Traditionally, you present your new main catalogue at eroFame. Well, as we all know the
trade convention was cancelled this year due
to Covid. How does that change the promotion
around the catalogue?
Werner: Yes, right, eroFame was/is the big
highlight of the year for us, not least of all
because we can present the new ST RUBBER
main catalogue to interested trade members
in person. That is actually a big part of our
preparations for eroFame each year. So, we
are obviously very disappointed that eroFame
couldn’t take place for the second time in a
row. Given these unusual circumstances, we
have put even more emphasis on communication with our customers. There are lots of digital
meetings, even though that isn’t the same thing
as meeting and shaking hands in person. We
definitely hope for a quick return of eroFame
and look forward to presenting our next catalogue at the show.
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I guess, if we wanted to cover all the
products in your catalogue, this interview
would probably also be 664 pages strong,
so let’s pick some highlights. Please, give us
five unique products or new brands that really
stick out to you.
Werner: Okay, first of all, I want to thank all our
suppliers, partners, and friends in the industry,
who have made this main catalogue possible.
Each new catalogue is really a testament to
the long-standing, fruitful business relationships we have been graced with. Like every
year, ST RUBBER has invested a lot of time,
money, and know how to develop and add new
products, so picking favourites is really hard.
However, one product that immediately sticks
out is Doppio Young! It is a couples toy and
part of our popular BeauMents couples brand.
As the name suggests, it is the successor to
the top-selling Doppio, and not only is it smaller
but it also retails at a lower price. You can use
it in many different ways thanks to the fantastic design, and the excellent quality turns this
product into a super-appealing option for our
customers.
But of course, there are many new additions in
other product categories as well, from fetish to
drugstore products.

The sex toy market keeps changing, and so
does the product range of ST RUBBER. If you
thumb through the catalogues of years past
and compare them to the ST RUBBER main
catalogue for 2022, what are the big trends
that have shaped the market - and your
assortment - throughout the past years?
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Werner: You are right, the erotic market is
definitely changing and evolving, but at the
end of the day, what the customers want is
innovative toys. That is what this market is
about and that is what ultimately shapes the
industry. This has been the case in the past
few years, and I believe it will continue to be
the case in the next few years. The biggest
trend is people wanting high-quality
products; as long as you offer them new
ideas and great quality, they will be ready
to spend more money.

Some people might argue that a print
catalogue is no longer necessary in our
digital age. Is that all-digital approach
wrong? Do people still like to have
something they can actually hold in
their hands, in spite of all the modern
means of communication?
Werner: Obviously, everything is slowly going
digital, but we feel that a print catalogue still
has a raison d’etre, and the feedback we get
from our customers very much backs that
up. Of course, we offer a digital (PDF) version
of the catalogue as well, but the feeling is not
quite the same. In their everyday work, many
of our customers still prefer the flexibility that
a print catalogue offers.

Where can interested retailers order the
new catalogue? And how can they get the
digital version?
Werner: If you have questions or want to
get the catalogue, please contact our
customer service via phone (+40 6834
4006-0) or simply visit our online shop
at www.strubbi.com
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I will be focusing on creating synergy between
the different companies within EQOM Group
A n int e rv i e w w i th S j o e r d Wi j m e n ga , Ch i e f P r oduct O f f icer a t E Q O M Gro up

Until recently, Sjoerd Wijmenga was
part of EDC’s purchasing department,
now he has been promoted to Chief
Product Officer (CPO) of EQOM Group.
EAN spoke with Sjoerd about this big
career step, about the responsibilities
of a Chief Product Officer, and
about the current developments in
the market.
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Congratulations on your promotion to Chief
Product Officer at EQOM Group. What does
this career move mean to you?
Sjoerd Wijmenga: Thanks! Of course, this
means a lot to me; to be in a decision-making position in an organization like EQOM
Group is fantastic. I’m able to work together
with so many great people from many different companies within EQOM Group but also
suppliers, which really excites me.

How would you describe your new responsibilities and duties? What exactly does a Chief
Product Officer do?
Sjoerd: My main responsibilities are aligning
the assortment strategy within EQOM Group
for both private label and third-party brands.
Also, the supply chain decisions that come
with this, and making sure we share product
and purchasing knowledge within the group.

How do your new tasks differ from the ones
you were used to in the purchasing department at EDC?
Sjoerd: As a buyer at EDC, my team and I
were responsible for all third-party brands
and stock management of the complete
portfolio. As CPO, I will not be involved in the
day-to-day business as much, but I will be
focusing on creating synergy between the
different companies within EQOM Group.
I’ll still be involved in making certain deals
with brands and suppliers, but these will
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mainly be projects for the entire group. This
includes the product strategy of our private
labels but also deciding which A-brands to
partner with.

Of course, we would also like to know what a
typical work day looks like for you …
Sjoerd: In the morning, I like to start with
the bigger projects and analyses on my
to-do list. This might include plans I have
to delineate, assortment analysis, and
making suggestions for private labels. My
days are never the same, there’s usually a lot
of variation in my day-to-day activities.
After that, I will start my email routine, and
I try to clear out most before the afternoon.
Because in the afternoon, I usually spend
most of the time in meetings, both internally
and externally. There are always a lot of
people to have conversations with. And at
the end of the day, I prepare the meetings
for the next day.

What are your expectations and goals regarding your new position? What ideas and plans
do you want to see realized?
Sjoerd: All the companies within EQOM Group
will remain as separate entities with their own
identity. However, there are a lot of synergies
to be had in the background to make the
companies more profitable, and procurement
plays a big part in this synergy. So, aligning the
product strategies without losing the identity of
the companies is one of my main goals.
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The market is changing rapidly. Does this mean
that work becomes more demanding for you
as CPO and for your teams in purchasing,
marketing, etc.?
Sjoerd: The market is indeed changing rapidly,
but if there is one thing we are thriving on here
at EQOM Group, it is change. Although we are
a large organization with multiple offices and
many people, we stay very flexible and can
adapt quickly to any change that is thrown
at us.
A big change in the industry is the normalization of the category. In the years I have been
working here, I have already seen a transition
in the acceptance of our category by media
and mainstream companies. I think that the
companies within EQOM Group have played a
very big part in this change.

Could you tell us how you got into the sex toy
industry and when you started at EDC’s purchasing department?
Sjoerd: I started seven and a half years ago
as an intern at EDC and after that internship, I
stayed as a full-time employee. I started in the
e-commerce marketing department, focusing
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on advertising, and on the side, I helped Eric
with purchasing. Our business grew a lot and I
had to decide which direction I wanted to take,
and I have no regret about choosing to completely focus on the purchasing part. From the
purchasing department, you have a connection with almost all the departments within the
company, from logistics to finance, and there
a lot of contact with suppliers from all over the
world, which really is an amazing role to have in
my opinion.

Would you say that this industry is something
special, that it has its own touch - or is it like
any other industry?
Sjoerd: For me personally, this is a very special
category to work in and definitely not like any
other. There are so many developments going
on in our industry now, which is growing the
complete business, and I don’t think you get to
see such changes in many other industries.
People often say that we are very limited in
marketing options because of the category
that we are in, but I think we have really shown
how you can use that to your advantage if you
are creative and smart. Just thinking of the FC
Emmen football sponsorship and all the media
attention around it puts a smile on my face.
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We definitely see the high demand

for sex toys continue next year

Sam , P r od u c t D e v e l o p m e n t S e n i o r E n gi n e e r at Tra cy‘ s Do g, o n th e p a st yea r a nd th e ro a d a h ea d
Demand for sex toys will remain high
after the pandemic, says Sam, Product Development Senior Engineer at
Tracy’s Dog. However, there are some
stumbling blocks that may slow down
the industry on the way to fully realising its potential. Production and supply
chain problems have already affected
the market in 2021, not to mention increases in the prices of raw materials,
freight costs, etc. So, obviously, these
problems are also one of the topics of
our interview with Sam.

2021 is drawing to a close - and unfortunately, the year was again largely
dominated by the corona pandemic.
How would you sum up the year from
your company’s point of view?
Sam: This year has been challenging
for all businesses, that’s for sure. As for
Tracy’s Dog, the Chinese electricity curtailment policy has affected the supply
chain and production. Besides, costs
have risen sharply, such as raw materials
costs, logistics costs. Also, the shortage of local truck drivers has seriously
affected the regional distribution. Nevertheless, this year has been tough for
businesses due to the corona pandemic,
but we managed to pull it off.

The sex toy market reported increased
consumer demand during the pandemic.
Does Tracy’s Dog share this experience?
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Sam: The overall sales maintained steady
growth, but the pandemic didn’t skyrocket
the sales.

nothing to be shameful about using sex toys.
It’s time for everyone to use sex toys to fulfil
their sexual needs unapologetically.

Will demand remain on this high level? And
what will happen when we eventually move
past the pandemic? Was the pandemic the
door opener for many consumers who had
not considered using sex toys before?

Let’s take a look at your product offering
- how has it changed in 2021? What new
products have you launched?

Sam: Yes, we definitely see the high demand
for sex toys continue next year. Many people
started learning more about themselves and
their needs during the pandemic because it
slowed people down from their hectic lives.
They learned about sex toys during the
self-exploration process, and they were willing to try them out of curiosity. This learning
experience will lead them to explore various
sex toys, so the demand for sex toys will
maintain high even after the pandemic.

Your mission is to break the stigma that sex
toys unfortunately still carry. Has there been
progress with this mission in 2021? Quite a
few people are talking about the sex toy market finally hitting the mainstream this year....
Sam: In 2021, we feel more and more people
accept sex toys and face up to their sexual
needs. On the one hand, it’s most likely that
people have more free time on their hands to
look deep into their sexual wellness and find
room to improve. On the other hand, we have
partnered up with more influencers on different platforms to let people know that there is
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Sam: This year, we have been focusing not
only on ladies’ sexual needs but also on
those of the gentlemen. We launched Turboo,
a male masturbation cup with Tracy’s Dog
proprietary “CFEET” tech - Centrifugal Forced
Ejaculation Enhancement Technology. It has
three dynamic vibration modes (up to 13,000
rounds/min). Besides, we also pay close
attention to the BDSM community, so we
launched a BDSM series called Roomfun and
customized service for large BDSM furniture
customization.

How was the feedback for your
new products?
Sam: The current feedback is polarized.
Some say it is novel and unique, while some
give negative feedback. We are doing a continuous iteration of the product and improving
the product.

What trends have had the biggest impact on
product development over the past twelve
months?
Sam: Clitorial sucking function.
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In today’s market what determines whether a
product becomes a success or simply gets lost in
the mass of the offer?

Do you expect to see major changes in the
product categories and market territories in
which you operate next year?

Sam: Many factors contribute to that, and we
think it’s essential for the products to be highly
cost-effective, well-designed, and offer a great
user experience.

Sam: Yes, we will continually add to ROOMFUN,
our BDSM series, to satisfy the needs of
professionals.

Your product range is very extensive. You have
everything from vibrators and masturbators to sex
dolls and BDSM products. How do you ensure
that all of these products live up to your brand’s
mission, vision, and values?
Sam: We ensure that all our products align with
our brand’s mission, vision, and values by continuously solving users’ pain points. Different people
have different sexual needs, so we have been
carefully expanding our product lines to provide
various products for different audiences.

What trends and developments does Tracy’s Dog
expect in 2022? Which brands and products will
set the tone?
Sam: We are optimistic about trends like functional products that are fully covered by liquid
silicon, products that are pinting with metal
texture, products made with artificial gemstone
accessories. We think the following brands and
products will set the tone for 2022: Swan’s strong
vibration products, WeVibe’s male and female
interactive products, and Snail Vibe’s microinnovative products for women.

What are your plans for the coming year?
Sam: We will continuously focus on our products
and brand building.
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Hit the
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There is no doubt that 2021 will be remembered

as the year in which our market found its way
Rob e rt St rz e l e c k i l o o k i n g ba c k a t a n e v e n tf u l 2021
Will 2021 go down in the
history books as the year
that changed the trajectory of the erotic industry? Maybe even the year
that started the trend of
big money being poured
into this market? Are we
now all part of a multi-billion-dollar industry that has
investors chomping at the
bit to get involved? In our
interview Robert Strzelecki, co-owner & Executive
Director of PLAYROOM,
analyses the events and
developments of the past
twelve months, including
the mergers and acquisition they brought.
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Will we remember 2021 as the year of
acquisitions and mergers?
Robert Strzelecki: I guess so. 2021 will
be remembered mainly as the second
year of the pandemic. The year in which
a lot happened in our industry; some
managers switched companies (quite
characteristic of our business), new
partners were won (typical in the industry),
companies merged. Importantly, EAN
deserves recognition for keeping us up to
date on these events and business dealings. Thanks to EAN, we receive reliable
information on all major and significant
undertakings in the industry. Sadly, this
also includes cancellation of eroFame in
2020 and 2021 as well as the notification
that the next show is going to be held in
October 2022.

business, and as the e-commerce grew,
there came a will to make changes to
this fixed pattern. This is when manufacturers chose to get rid of distributors
or work with fewer of them, maybe even
taking over bigger players and selling
products directly to them. Was it a dramatic change? If you define dramatic as
different and quick – then it was, indeed.
I tend to perceive it as a normal approach in business, though. If there is an
opportunity, we should take advantage of
it! And some did. The question is whether they can survive that way, whether
mergers can achieve their goals. After all,
if someone merges or takes over another
business, they have certain goals - including goals that are not disclosed or made
public for clear reasons. No, no, these are
not the types of reasons presented to us
as press releases to be read on merger
day. No way!

In all honesty, did you believe five or ten
years ago that the structures of our market could change so dramatically within
a few months, the way it is happening
right now as a result of acquisitions and
mergers?

Is 2021 another turning point in the history of our market? How does it fit in with
the list of previous turning points - the
digital revolution, 50 Shades, Covid, etc.?

Robert: No, of course not. Going back to
2011, I remember that our market handled distribution and sales in a specific
way. There was a manufacturer, a distributor, and sellers who purchased goods
from distributors, as well as consumers
who bought products from these sellers.
This chain worked for years and – honestly – it worked well. But business is

Robert: I would assume that overall,
2021 will be remembered as a year of
awakening after the market recorded
a considerable success in sales. Few
people could anticipate such a situation
otherwise, warehouses in Europe would
have been filled up to their brims and
Asian factories would have operated
around the clock. However, that was not
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the case. We experienced logistical problems,
a shortage of products, substantial production
issues in China (power outages in factories!).
There is no doubt that 2021 will be remembered as the year in which our market found
its way. The year in which we unlocked the potential of all those consumers hunkered down
in lockdowns in many countries in Europe and
around the world. The year in which e-commerce and online shopping turned out to be
a solution to numerous household problems.
But I do not see a big revolution in terms of
products!

We can only speculate about the clustering
of events or their timing. Was the time simply
ripe? Has the sex toy market now entered
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the mainstream? Did corona provide the final
push the industry needed? Or why has this
development been so prominent in the last few
months?
Robert: Our market operated somehow behind
other large consumer zones: clothing, pharmaceuticals, household products, etc. The
year 2021 is clearly ground-breaking when
you consider that our business zone has finally
been noticed and has even been perceived as
a model for growth and a way to fight the pandemic blues. Based on deeper observations
of the erotic toy market, I can say that not everyone found this period ground-breaking and
pleasant. Small stores (mainly online shops) still
have difficulties keeping their business afloat.
This is primarily due to requirements they need
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mutual growth, consolidated faculties, and the
expansion of market shares. In reality, in business, there is always one company that wins
and then determines the goals, one company
that develops and corners the market. There
is never truly a win-win situation. The recent,
well-known merger of two strong companies –
Lovehoney and WOW Tech – is no longer that
topical. Unfortunately, the merger did not help
them solve certain logistic problems, including
deliveries from the UK, customs clearances,
and other factors generally related to rising
costs for buyers.

Wouldn’t you have expected this development
to happen in the US first? How do you explain
that Europe seems to be taking the lead here?

to meet (GDPR, online marketing) and running
costs. This means that these shops are more
likely to reduce prices, which is pointless and
pushes them to bankruptcy. That said, the
erotic toy market has definitely made a splash
in global economic indicators. Which is good
news because we have managed to get out
of the shadows, out of that area where people
don’t like to talk about a product. This must be
considered as a positive trend, there is
no doubt.

Have you seen any tangible changes in the
market as a result of the current acquisitions
and mergers - and what changes do you
expect to see?
Robert: So far, I can see a minor disorder –
which is always part of mergers, sadly. During
one of our previous interviews, I said that mergers looked good only when presented in black
and white. People emphasise common goals,
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Robert: The United States have been far
behind for a dozen years. In my opinion, there
are a few reasons for that. One of them is the
nature of society and the scars which stayed
with them after 2008. They are conservative,
develop militarily, while companies in many
markets flourish largely thanks to immigrants.
The immigrants’ work culture and employee
engagement is different because their needs
and life goals differ. The motivation for immigrants is either to support a family or achieve
comfort, rather than expansion and growth. At
least for most of them. Such an approach does
not push them to innovate. Certainly, there are
economic zones which are exceptions (artificial
intelligence, automotive industry, space flights).
The United States is not the country it used
to be in the 1960s, 70s or 80s. As a federation, the US deals with numerous world-view
problems, human rights are violated, a wave of
racism grows in some states. This is a regress
rather than improvement. In this respect,
Europe, also called the Old Continent, seems
to be a highly modern, economically flexible
creation with unlimited economic possibilities,
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smart in terms of investments and creativity. We
need to be proud of this and make the most
of what Europe gives us and what it actually
is. Sure, some countries struggle with law violations, but EU institutions deal with this pretty
well and have effective mechanisms which
prevent the worst. We, the Europeans, are also
different. We are more resourceful, with a broad
knowledge and flexibility when applying this
knowledge. I must add however, that the past
20 years have seen the growth of one player
that absolutely needs to be mentioned. This
player, who may not determine the rules of the
game yet but is about to do so is - China.

What stands out is that both major conglomerates are talking about taking the sexual wellness industry to a new level and driving market
expansion. Does that inevitably require large
business groups and investors?
Robert: Every business requires big financial
investments. Our industry needs them too if it
is to develop. However, there are certain traps.
The first comes when you try to call this a
‘wellness’ industry and present it to consumers
as a personal and luxurious sphere they need.
To create the impression that wellness is better
than the erotic toys market. Good and catchy
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name, sure. But erotic toys are still erotic toys,
and they are not going to be sold in groceries.
Consumers purchase these products for one
reason: the desire to use them for sexual pleasure! Not to put a toy on the shelf at home, or
frame it, or to show it to the neighbours.
Also, has anyone ever conducted any research,
or can anyone present proof, that consumers
expect such a change? After all, by saying that
‘wellness’ is so necessary, we establish a business mission, but we build it on bad, untrue
foundations.

Do you think ‘big money’ interest has awakened? Will there be more acquisitions and
mergers? Will investors be lining up to get
involved in the sexual wellness market?
Robert: That is a possibility we cannot rule out,
especially in countries with similar culture and
customs and relatively solid economic foundations and a stable economy. There are however
EU member states which are currently experiencing serious political unrest, where populism
and a certain form of social socialism are so
strong that entrepreneurs cannot be sure of
their future. The law is changing too fast, there
is a lack of social consulting, surprising new
regulations spring up – these things are not
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on the internet, influencers, celebrities, etc.
have taught people to believe in things they
would never believe in otherwise. E-commerce
partly relies on such procedures. Fortunately,
consumers are getting more and more aware
of that and notice these things. And business
owners and investors who uncritically believe
that this works and finance marketing campaigns and influencers, often change their mind
when they actually do the maths.
It is important to know two truths: (1) The
market must not be controlled from the top
(this happened in countries of the former
communist block, and we know how harmful
that was for the people and the economy) and
(2) All attempts to artificially influence economic
processes (that is demand and supply) are
doomed to fail. Examples of artificial influence
would be marketing focused on overstating
features and raising the profile of the product
through empty declarations (e.g. Can white get
whiter if you use certain washing powders?) or
declaring and praising qualities or features the
product does not actually have.
exactly conducive to good business. Who
would invest their money in the political and
economic uncertainty of tomorrow?

Some imagine a future of unheard-of success,
others feel this is just a market evolving normally, and yet others worry about market concentration, cut-throat competition, the splitting up
of the market, and so on. Is the truth somewhere in between?
Robert: As always, it is somewhere in between. What is important is not to give in
to fears of excessive market concentration;
rather, some businesses need to change their
approach to competition in the market. I personally think that healthy competition is never
a bad thing, and I am all for it. The thing is that,
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When reporting on the merger of WOW Tech
and Lovehoney, the Wall Street Journal predicted 8% annual growth for the sex toy market. Is
that realistic in your opinion?
Robert: Speaking of 2021, it is, indeed. Based
on my company’s data, I know that this growth
is way, way bigger. I’d like to stress however
that every growth entails certain disappointment. Together with this growth, companies
spend more, employ more workers, invest in
more expensive marketing, and what if this
growth is only temporary and everything will be
as it used to be (after all you can get used to a
pandemic, too)? The costs remain, while profits
decrease. I reckon that organic, natural, and
sustainable growth is best as it is a guarantee
of stability. And when you add intellectual and
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there only be a handful of large planets orbiting
the sun - i.e. e-commerce - or will there also be
smaller planets, as we are used to?

business flexibility as well as a solid financial
basis (not credit but real money), you have a
recipe for success.

Shouldn’t the sceptics be grateful that the
aforementioned developments have sprung
from the market itself and not been imposed
from the outside? Just think, if a global
player from the mainstream had set foot
in our market...
Robert: I agree, by all means. But please
remember that the economy (including predictions about market behaviours and business
decisions) is not hard science but humanistic
science! It is not like a mathematical equation;
2+ 2 is not 4, and I am glad that it is like that.

If we imagine our market as a planetary system,
what will it look like in five or ten years? Will
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Robert: I like that comparison to the solar
system. For many reasons. First of all, it shows
that it is some kind of system which goes
around its axis – the most important requirement for life on the planets that are part of this
system. Secondly, particular planets (larger
and smaller ones) have their own orbit and go
around the centre at their own pace. Thirdly,
this example demonstrates that we are not
alone in the universe, that there are other systems, some way, way bigger and more important than ours (other industries). This example
also shows that the farther you go from the
centre, from the life-giving energy, the worse
the atmosphere and the tougher the conditions
on a specific planet. Our galaxy is also visited
by ‘guests’ from the universe; they sometimes
come and disturb our sense of security. Some
‘guests’ fall to the ground and ravage large
lands or eliminate the entire life there. These
meteors show up suddenly and disappear
equally quickly. This is a very good comparison.
The e-commerce gained in significance together with the digitization of societies and globalization. There is no return – it will stay with
us as long as the internet exists. It does not
exclude the existence of smaller celestial objects (brick-and-mortar stores) - they are viable,
some of them are successful. You can even see
a certain rebirth among the best of them, and a
return of consumers to the places in which they
can meet a human person (customer assistant,
salesperson). Even the best e-commerce experience cannot replace real products on a shelf,
the possibility of touching them, smelling them,
tasting them, and even testing them (displays
in the shop). Based on the success of my business, I can say that brick-and-mortar stores still
have a lot of potential and will continue going
around their sun.
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Some of our best-selling toys have been

created due to a request from a customer
N e xus pre s e n ts th e i r f i r s t- e v e r i n f l a ta bl e p r o ducts
especially on Boost as it has two vibrating
motors. There was a lot to consider but
we got there and have two really, great
unique products.

A unique selling point of the two products
is that their tips are inflatable. Why did
you decide to expand your portfolio with
inflatable products?

In this interview with
Monique Carty, Managing
Director of Nexus, we talk
about Boost and Bolster,
the two latest additions
to the brand’s roster of
high-quality products. Both
toys are prostate stimulators, and what’s more, they
both have an inflatable tip,
making them the first Nexus products to offer such
a feature. The goal, as Monique explains, is to offer
the consumers a unique
experience that they can
effortlessly adjust to satisfy
their personal needs.
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Boost and Bolster are the names of the
two new products from Nexus. How long
did the development take?
Monique Carty: Sore point! Longer
than we would have liked and what
the factory thought, actually. We ran
about four months over which seems
like forever when you have marketing
and sales scheduled in. We had seen
other products on the market where the
vibration didn’t travel to the tip of the
shaft. For me, that was our USP and what
would make it the best on the market. I
knew we needed to house the motor in
the tip, however due to the positioning of
the pump, the noise was extremely loud.
It took a while to get the sound down,

Monique: We had feedback from our
customers that there weren’t any quality
inflatable toys on the market, and they
were being asked by their customers
about them. Some of our best-selling
toys have been created due to a request
from a customer. It’s invaluable to get
this kind of feedback and it’s never
something we take for granted. When
we go into stores, we make a point of
asking the sales reps what their bestselling toys are, and which areas are
under-represented.

Inflatable products are not uncommon in
our market, and they are popular among
quite a few consumers. What is special
about your use of the feature?
Monique: It allows the customer to
customize their pleasure, dependent on
their mood or simply expand slowly whilst
inside. With Boost and Bolster, you can
control the functions automatically, no
need to physically pump anything which
is a great plus.
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How difficult is it to implement the inflation
feature on a technical level?
Monique: Simple for the customer, just press
the expand button on the remote control! For
us as the manufacturer it was a bit harder - it
was mostly the combination of the motors and
sound control that made it difficult. If we hadn’t
insisted on keeping the motor in the tip for
maximum stimulation, the project would have
been a lot easier.

Boost is a stimulator for the prostate and
perineum, while Bolster is a plug for prostate
stimulation. What other features - besides the
inflation function - do the two products bring to
the table?
Monique: Both have six vibrating functions.
Boost is a prostate and perineum stimulator
and has a motor in the shaft and base for dual
stimulation. Bolster is a prostate plug and only
has one motor. Due to the position of the
vibrating motors in the shaft, the user will feel
the stimulation even when the toys are inflated
to their fullest.

Which target groups are Boost and Bolster
designed for?
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Monique: Both are marketed as prostate toys
due to the shape but can actually be used by
any gender. We have heard that a lot of customers use our prostate toys for G Spot stimulation
and of course, Bolster being a butt plug, it
can be used by anyone. Our toys are mostly
investment buys due to the quality and cost so I
would say those with higher disposable income
are easier to sell to. However, this shouldn’t be
assumed as often customers are happy to invest
in a toy if they can see the value. Once the sales
staff fully understand what makes Nexus toys
unique, selling in is easy.

Are there plans to launch other inflatable
products or to implement inflatable elements in
existing Nexus products?
Monique: At present no, but who knows, let’s
see what the feedback is!

Will there be POS materials for Boost and Bolster?
Monique: As with all our products, we offer sales
sheets for the sales staff and content writers and
videos that can be used online or can be combined with our Nexus screens for in-store. We
also have product displays to show our products
in-store with a three product buy in.
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We believe in ultimate inclusiveness
N ar i ne Se me r d j i a n e x p l o r e s th e s e x to y e x p erience f o r religio us a nd cultura lly co nserva tive co nsumers
In 2021, it‘s finally time to stop pretending
that church-goers and sex toy buyers
can‘t be one and the same. Younger
generations of religion followers and those
from culturally conservative backgrounds
are creating new space for satisfying,
adventurous and even kinky styles of sex.
Narine Semerdjian is the co-founder of
sex toy retailer BeyondDelights.com,
which she runs alongside her husband,
David Semerdjian. The pair are ArmenianAmerican and were raised in strict Orthodox
Armenian households, where sex-negative
views abounded. However, as a young,
married couple living in the Los Angeles
area, the Semerdjians discovered they
didn‘t see sex in quite the same way as
their parents, nor did they feel any need to
judge others‘ sexual practices. Henceforth,
the Semerdjians opened Beyond Delights
to serve others from similarly morally
conservative homes to show that traditional
morals or religious affiliations don‘t have
to dull sexual vibrancy. This isn‘t the first
time Semerdjian has appeared in EAN
Magazine, and it‘s also far from the first
time she‘s mentioned her Orthodox
Armenian background in conjunction with
her views on sex. For Semerdjian, the two
simply cannot be separated, and she‘s
vocal about the fact that her religious
beliefs don‘t negatively impact her
passionate marriage. As Semerdjian tells
EAN, retailers and manufacturers may
have never pondered on this overlooked
consumer niche. But in a world of mainstream sexuality, it‘s about time they did
in the name of true inclusivity.
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In general, what’s your take on the current
state of the sex toy industry when it comes to
including folks who might come from more traditional, religious, morally-conservative or even
sex-negative family backgrounds?
Narine Semerdjian: What I see is a difference
in sex toy design and packaging with ambiguity,
which is good for those who were raised with
more traditional, religious, morally-conservative
family backgrounds. More-so with the design
and discretion of the products.
The industry has been evolving and continues
to make products more discreet in appearance.
There’s also a growing number of retail stores
(since the ’70s) making sex toy shops more
approachable. But these shops are mostly
directed toward women and/or the LGBTQAI
community.

Is it difficult and uncomfortable for these types
of conservative consumers to explore their
sexuality without crossing their moral lines?
Narine: Short answer, YES! There’s a huge
element of fear, shame, embarrassment, judgment and guilt that follow a desire to explore
sexuality. This is a domesticated trait that many
people learn as children. People then grow up
and want to rebel against these moral lines
because it’s paralyzing to learn about sex with
these fears we agreed to follow as children.
What’s lacking most in the sex toy industry/
community are those who speak up about cultural or religious conditioning and what it’s done
to our psyche. There needs to be more conversation and education around this topic to help
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people from conservative, cultural or religious
backgrounds learn about sex and sexual wellness products. Not just to read or hear about
these topics but to SEE more people who were
in their shoes speaking up and helping others
get past their barriers. I believe having someone of influence to follow in this sort of situation
is the best way to help people get past their
limitations if they so desire to.

Give us a few examples of products or marketing messages in the sex toy industry that you
find inclusive or accommodating to the kind of
people I mentioned above. Do any exist?
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Also, most articles you pull up online about
sex toys for religious groups are always aimed
for married couples. This works for some
because that target market of married couples
feel validated or safe for having a desire that
has to do with sexual exploration within the
confines of their religion. Couples with strong
cultural upbringing also experience this sort
of liberation after being married. There’s the
concept of sex being ok after marriage, but you
have to figure things out on your own as they
come up in your relationship.
To depict more people of different skin tones,
relationship status, religions, cultures and
professional backgrounds would be the
optimal marketing message to validate the
incorporation, interest and use of sex toys as
not shameful or taboo to explore, whatever
their marital status.

Is it possible to find companies that make it
comfortable and reassuring to explore one’s
sexuality while coming from a culturally traditional background?

Narine: Brands with products such as the
We-Vibe Touch and the Womanizer Premium
Clitoral Stimulator accommodate wonderfully
when it comes to their products not looking or
feeling suggestive. Their packaging has class,
their products are universal and it would take
someone who’s not aware of sex toy design
and use a while to know ‚off the bat‘ what
they are.
In regards to marketing messages from the
sex toy industry, I’ve not come across any
that incorporate (off the top of my head) a
direct message to consumers of conservative
backgrounds that it’s ok, accepted and safe
to use sex toys. We don’t see a true depiction
of professionals, religious or cultural groups of
people enjoying or owning sex toys.
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Narine: Yes, during the feminist boom in the
’70s, we saw companies like Good Vibrations,
Pink Cherry and several others make their stores feel less taboo. They aimed to liberate the
sexual freedom of women and their stores drew
in men as well. Due to their discreet, clean and
classy approach, people felt less ashamed of
going in.
To this day, most companies fight for women‘s
sexual freedom. Unbound Babes, Dame Products and Sustain Feminine hygiene are just a
few of the amazing companies aimed towards
sexual education and liberation of women.
You’ll find people of cultural, religious and
conservative backgrounds drawn to them even
more than ever.
At Beyond Delights we’re aiming to make it
not just about women or the gender gap, but
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to not segment groups out by only representing one demographic, but to include everyone
in their marketing messages. Be inclusive of
marital status, gender, religion, culture! We’re all
curious and want to feel like we belong. Spreading love is truly the biggest way the industry
can make a large impact. Not just by following
trends but setting new ones.
Some people of conservative cultures do
breakaway from fears and judgments, but there
are more that don’t. My favorite reaction when
marketing or teaching anything that has to do
with sexual desire is that no one ever expects
it from me. They look at me and definitely don’t
think I’m a person who owns, teaches or operates a sex toy store and they’re more drawn
to be me because of it. I love that element of
surprise. People’s interests have many faces,
shapes, forms and backgrounds!

Do you foresee any up-and-coming changes
in the toy industry in regards to better including
folks from culturally different backgrounds?

to really include people of every professional,
cultural, marital and religious backgrounds. I’ve
not seen a store fighting to be that inclusive,
yet. We believe in ultimate inclusiveness.

Narine: I’m not sure I do. Not culturally at
least. I personally would love to be an example
of what that might look like and in terms of
marketing have tons of great ideas of how to
incorporate it all. In any case, I’m always open
to collaborations with individuals who want to
pursue this matter further. It takes vulnerability
to stand up and speak up when our natural
desires go against the cultural limitations we‘re
expected to follow.

What can companies do better to be more
understanding of these groups of people in
regards to their sexual needs and how they
prefer to be marketed to?
Narine: Change their approach to one of more
inclusivity! People like following brands which
they can easily compare themselves to. With
values they can relate to. We can all do more
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This interview is
contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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We are optimistic about the appreciation

of The VDOM once released to market
G l e ni se Ki n a r d - M o o r e o n tr o u bl e s h o o ti n g i n th e sup p ly ch a in

How has the response to your unique
product been so far?
Glenise: The response has been great.
Even with delays, the prototype received
a lot of love. When we dropped our
preliminary photos, which was just the
baseline of our final in-the-box product,
we had one of our highest pre-order
selling days to date. So, we are optimistic about the appreciation of The VDOM
once released to market. In addition, our
testing throughout the process has gone
very well and we are confident about the
quality and durability of The VDOM and its
impact it will have for many people.

Is it true that you are currently shipping preorders, but can’t process any new orders?
Nearly all markets are
facing problems in their
supply chains right now,
including the market for
sex toys. Glenise KinardMoore had originally
planned to launch her
new product, the VDOM
in October, but then these
supply-related problems
threw a spanner in the
works. In our EAN interview, Glenise tells us how
her company was affected and how she deals
with the situation.

Originally, the launch of The VDOM was
planned for October, but now you had to
push back the date. What happened? Are
you a victim of the current supply chain
difficulties?
Glenise Kinard-Moore: The supply chain
has been a nightmare and it’s getting
worse by the day. But as we previously
had to pivot when delayed back in the
Spring of this year, we have had to do
so several more times over the last 3
months. No matter what, The VDOM will
be out to market in the coming weeks
and all of our pre-orders will be fulfilled by
Christmas.
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Glenise: Yes, that is correct, well sort of,
pre-orders will start shipping the last week
of November, but due to the overwhelming
amount of order requests and our unique
approach to order fulfilment due to pivoting
around the supply chain crisis, we had to
halt ordering until we are back in line and
set up with our mass manufacturer. In addition, we not only had to halt our ordering
we also had to stand back on our marketing strategy, as we have a lot of awesome
things lined up and we know the demand
will amp up even more and we want to
make sure we will be in a position to fulfil
all orders and ensure our supporters will
not have to endure a delay ever again.
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more than it has been, so crowdfunding at this
point is our best option. And to add, with a
handful of awesome family and friend investors,
and an early crowdfunding campaign last year,
I have carried the company financially, but to
be able to scale in 2022, we have to pivot from
this form of funding.

The goal of your ifundwomen.com campaign is
40,000 US dollars. If you reach the goal, how
will you use it?
Glenise: The funding will be utilized to secure
inventory for the demand that will be generated
from our marketing initiatives in early 2022. We
have a lot of big things coming and we want to
be prepared.
What does all this mean for your business? And
when do you expect to return to ‘normal’?
Glenise: All this means is that our projections
on the business side are delayed by 30-60
days, but we are more focused on a great
product and supporter care, so though it is a
headache for us, we want to make sure our
headache is not a headache for our supporters.

You now want to generate funds via a ifundwomen.com campaign. Why did you decide to
take this step? Why crowdfunding?
Glenise: Crowdfunding is a better option
because we don’t necessarily fit the profile for
traditional investor routes. We have a lot of educating to do with potential investors before we
are able to 100% able to follow the traditional
fundraising routes. But we think we have the
perfect pitch that will help in that realm at this
point. But in the meantime, we still need to
raise funds so that we can scale in early 2022
and we don’t want to slow our process any
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Is there a plan B if plan A - meaning the crowdfunding campaign - doesn’t work?
Glenise: One thing about me as a person and
now as a CEO is that I always have plan B, C,
D, E..... No matter what, we will be ok.

You are also planning for the ‘reboot’ with a
marketing campaign. What exactly will this
look like?
Glenise: Now, this is a surprise, everyone will
have to wait and see.

When do you plan to launch your product in
the B2B market?
Glenise: The B2B market will be able to join
the revolution in Q3 of 2022, but we are still
working out the details and vetting partnerships. We are taking our time to make sure we
do it right.
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The first ISO Standard for sex toys
A n i n te r v i e w with Stef a n Sch rö der, H ea d o f Q ua lity a nd C o nf o rmity a t O RIO N
The International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) has recently published the development
of a safety standard for
the quality of sex toys
to ensure higher safety
when using sex toys. Sex
toys are in touch with the
most intimate and sensitive parts of the body, and
yet there hasn’t been
any official guideline for
their quality assurance
so far. That’s why experts
from the erotic industry and standardization
specialists from various
countries have connected
with each other to develop standardized guidelines. The result is the
international standard ‘ISO
3533:2021’. Head of the
German delegation was
Stefan Schröder, Head of
Quality and Conformity at
ORION, who explained the
details of this new ISO
standard for sex toys in an
interview.

Stefan Schröder: It is an international
standard, the “ISO 3533:2021”. ISO
stands for International Organization
for Standardization. There are also the
German national standards called ‘DIN’
(Deutsches Institut für Normung / German
Institute for Standardisation) and the European Standards ‘EN’ (from the German
name Europäische Norm / European
Norm). Any standard that includes these
terms is acknowledged all around the
world.

Stefan Schröder: The standard covers
safety requirements for sex toys that are intended to come in direct contact with genitals and / or the anus. These requirements
relate to the mechanics, electrics and vibration, materials, general safety and user
information. There are, for example, certain
requirements for the design – e.g. anal
toys need to have a stopper or any kind of
retrieval mechanism. Of course, chemical
aspects are also important. Manufacturers
are obligated to look into the composition
of a product, particularly its biocompatibility. But there are also requirements for the
packaging and the instruction manuals.  

What does the standard ‘ISO
3533:2021’ cover?

Who was the initiator of the standard?
And why?

What is the exact name of the sex toy
standard?
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Stefan Schröder: The standard was initiated by the Swedish Institute for Standards (SIS)
in 2019 and has been guided through the development process. Doctors from a hospital in
Stockholm had complained about the deficient
safety of sex toys that they had to operate out
of patients on a regular basis.

Who was significantly involved in the development process of the standard?
Stefan Schröder: The ISO standards body
consisted of delegates from the countries that
were involved in the process – most of them
were European countries. There were delegates
from Sweden, the UK, France, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Germany and Japan.

How long did the development process take?
Stefan Schröder: The development process usually takes at least three years, even
longer most of the time. We had to deal with the
Covid pandemic during this process which led to
us being one of the first online-only commissions.
However, thanks to our great co-operation we
were able to get the standard through the entire
development procedure in only 24 months.
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In which way will the publication of this standard affect the erotic industry?
Stefan Schröder: First of all, it’s a standard
that can be used voluntarily. It gives clear
information for the manufacturers on how to
design a product so that it is ‘safe’. Over time
this can develop into the ‘state of the art’ so
public authorities can also rate the safety of a
product based upon the requirements that are
stated in the standard.

What was ORION’s quality assurance based
upon before this standard was published?
Stefan Schröder: Already 15 years ago, ORION has tackled the problem that there was hardly
any framework that would provide safety requirements for our products. We were able to develop
our own ‘ORION Standard’ in co-operation with
very renowned laboratories. This standard is
very common in Asia. We looked at chemical
and physical aspects of the EU Toy Safety Directive and the associated standard EN 71 and
adapted these standards for our products. The
first stress tests for love balls or phthalate-free
PVC were significantly defined as benchmarks by
ORION. These benchmarks were largely adopted
into the new standard.
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Shenzhen Burn Technology Co., Ltd insists on
all-in-house production, with our creative R&D
team, has been attracted big players from all
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What truly makes Nu Sensuelle special was

unknown to most people within the industry
I nd ust ry v ete r a n Pa tr i c k Ly o n s ta k e s th e h e lm o f Nu Sensuelle a s C h ief Stra tegy O f f icer

Patrick Lyons, Nu
Sensuelle Chief
Strategy Officer
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Power vibrator brand Nu Sensuelle
is anything but an industry newcomer,
but the company is determined to
live up to its ‚nu‘ moniker more than
ever before. Nu Sensuelle has
tapped Patrick Lyons to lead the
charge into a business-wide make-over with re-vamped packaging,
re-focused marketing and new team
members, and study that extracted
knowledge from sex-ed professionals
and consumers alike. Lyons, whose
impressive resume includes top-tier
marketing positions for Eldorado
distribution, Pipedream and JimmyJane, unsurprisingly caught the attention of Nu Sensuelle co-founders
Barry Brinberg and Thao Luu-Brinberg. In need of a fresh perspective,
Lyons was brought onto the team as
Chief Strategy Officer, and based on
his interview with EAN, he‘s taken his
job title to heart since day one. Lyons
already knew Nu Sensuelle was a big
player in retail, but he still felt the
brand wasn‘t getting the recognition it
deserved. Lyons pulled from nearly 10
years of managerial-level marketing
experience to craft an image for the
company that would finally show the
industry what Nu Sensuelle was made
of. Now Lyons tells EAN why distributors and retailers should take another
look at this not-so-new, yet entirely
re-designed ‚nu‘ brand with a plethora
of fresh announcement, marketing
and products to come.
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Tell us a little about your pleasure career timeline.
How has your career progressed over the years?

You‘ve maintained an excellent reputation
throughout your pleasure industry career.
What‘s the secret to your success?
Patrick Lyons: I was fortunate to have worked
for two of the most influential leaders in the adult
category, Larry Garland and Nick Orlandino.
In 2013, Larry Garland, hired me to lead the
marketing team at Eldorado. When I first started,
it was overwhelming. I was a complete novice
and virgin as it related to sex toys and lubricants,
but Larry took a chance on me and introduced
me to this new world. One of the lessons Larry
shared with me very early in my tenure, was the
idea that in this industry everyone belongs, and
everyone has a purpose. This was counterintuitive to mainstream thinking where you develop
ways to beat your competition to gain market
share. With Larry, the success of the industry
was as important as the success of Eldorado.
Starting at a distributor was a blessing as it
allowed me to learn a lot about all different types
of products and to easily build relationships
within the industry. Being inexperienced made
me humble, but it also drove me. At Eldorado, I
relied on over 20 years of marketing experience
and adapted mainstream tactics and principles
to work within the adult industry.
In 2016, Nick hired me as the vice president of
marketing for Pipedream and Jimmyjane. This
was an exciting opportunity to learn the manufacturing process, product development, and
the issues facing manufacturers. Nick’s bigger
than life personality and his drive was tenacious
and captivating. Nick taught me to think bigger
and go bigger. This lesson has been instrumental with the new branding Nu Sensuelle will be
launching in October 2021.
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Patrick: I began my career in the industry in
2013, as Director of Marketing for Eldorado. I
stayed in this position for two years and in 2015
assumed the title of Vice President of Marketing
for Pipedream and Jimmyjane. In 2018 I returned
to Eldorado and remained with the company until
2020. Since then, I have been fortunate enough
to take on the position of Chief Strategy Officer
with Nu Sensuelle. I have also been teaching
‚Sex in the Media‘ as a guest lecturer at Indiana
University since 2016.

How did you connect with Nu Sensuelle?
What made this team such a great fit for you?
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Patrick: In a conversation that I had with Nu
Sensuelle’s co-founders, Barry Brinberg and
Thao Luu-Brinberg, they demonstrated interest
in putting effort towards their business. Barry
and Thao’s goals aligned with my skill set and
my interests within the industry. The company
was mainly a product-driven company. But I
felt as though what truly makes Nu Sensuelle
special was unknown to most people within the
industry. This challenge was exciting to me. To
take their strong foundation in developing great
products and adding a consistent and cohesive
marketing strategy.

Congratulations on your new position with
Nu Sensuelle. What responsibilities do you
oversee?
Patrick: Since accepting my position as Chief
Strategy Officer, my responsibilities have included product development, marketing, sales,
and the overall corporate strategy for growth.
Barry and Thao have given me the opportunity
to truly lead this company.

What are you most excited to achieve with the
Nu Sensuelle team during the remainder of this
year? What goals do you have in mind for the
near future?
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Patrick: Like everyone in the industry, we have
experienced an increase in the cost to do business. We are fortunate to have a vested interest
in our manufacturing partner that has allowed us
to maintain production costs at this time. Retailers
experienced the most uncertainty due to COVID
and are now experiencing an issue with employee retention. Due to these issues, we felt it was
imperative to find solutions that would allow us to
maintain price and with the help of our manufacturing partner, we were able to find solutions.
During the past year, we conducted a very
large study on Whitespace. The study included
scholars, medical personnel, sex educators and
therapists, consumers, and retailers with the
goal of identifying gaps within the industry as
well as consumer needs. The results were eyeopening. We have applied the results from the
research to our product development strategy
and the products launching Q4 2021 and Q1
2022 are results of the analysis. We were also
able to identify two new technologies that not
only have stimulation properties, but also have
valid applications for sexual wellness issues.

Now that the secret is out, what refreshing innovations can the industry expect to see from Nu
Sensuelle through the remainder of the year?
Patrick: There are definitely a lot of new developments that the industry can look forward
to seeing from Nu Sensuelle
this year. In mid-September,
we will be launching our new
and improved website. It’ll be
consistent with our new mission
statement and pillars of inclusivity, intensity and innovation and
showcase our new rainbow heart
icon. We’re also proud to announce
that we have refreshed Nu Sensuelle’s packaging to reflect the recent
growth of the company. My team is
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Can you tell us more about the products you‘ll
be launching and promoting?

“ L I K E EVERYON E IN TH E

I N D US T RY, WE H AVE EXP ERIEN CE D
A N I N CR EA SE IN TH E COS T TO D O
B US I N ES S. ”
PAT R I C K LYO N S

constantly searching for uncharted desires
that we can actualize and bring to market. It’s
so important to us that we create high quality
products that have yet to be introduced to
the industry. With that said, we agreed that
our packaging should better reflect the quality of our products. The new packaging has
a more sleek, modern look that is on par with
the caliber of our products.
The packaging will even reflect our new
color-coded motor classification system.
We’ve always been a leader in the super
bullet category and have produced products
with extreme power, but we also understand
that not everyone enjoys that level of intensity. Thao, our co-founder and lead product
engineer, develops her own proprietary
motors for our products and makes sure that
every motor provides varying levels of power.
To assist retailers and consumers in better
understanding the sensation that each product produces, Nu Sensuelle motors are now
classified by color. The motor is identified on
the back of the packaging, and color-coded
for easy reference. This will allow retailers to
recommend the right product based on the
consumer’s preferences pertaining to power
and intensity.
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Patrick: Retailers and consumers can look
forward to the launch of three new products
next month: our Aluminium collection, Deux
Bullets and 60SX AMP Silicone Bullet, all of
which will be consistent with the new packaging design and motor classi^fication system.
For users who can’t get enough of our Bobbii
or Baelii XLR8 products, the Deux Bullets are
powered by the same motor. This 60SX motor
is suited for those who do not prefer buzzy
sensations and it produces a deeper rumbling
vibration with subtle thumping. We’re also
excited to introduce our newest motor, The
60SX AMP motor, which is catered more towards true power users. This motor produces
double the intensity of the 60SX. The 60SX
AMP motor generates a deeper gyration/rumble with a more prominent thumping sensation
and is featured in both the Aluminium and
60SX AMP Silicone Bullets. We will also be
releasing another new product in October that
was created by all of the women on the Nu
Sensuelle team, specifically for women. It’ll
be the company’s most powerful creation yet.
We’ll have new products launching in mid to
late Q4, as well.

This interview is
contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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We can’t wait for customers

to get a chance to try them
Ky l ie Marc o p r e s e n ts th e n e w B D S M br a n d Co leur D‘ o r
SVAKOM is well-known for
high-quality vibrators and
masturbators. Now, we see
the emergence of a sister
brand whose focus is on
BDSM. But while the two
brands are at home in different product categories,
they still share a number
of core values, as Kylie
Marco points out. She is
Designer & Product Manager for Coleur D‘or and in
our interview, she tells us
more about those values
and about what makes the
new BDSM line unique.

With Coleur D‘or, SVAKOM has left its
traditional market – namely, vibrators
and masturbators - and released a
BDSM line. Why did you decide to take
this step?

for quite some time. We want to blur the
lines between fantasy and reality for our
patrons – not just with the brand story
alone but also with the actual products.

Kylie Marco: Actually, this is not just a
new collection but a completely different
brand operating under the same company as SVAKOM. Although one can exist
without the other, sex toys and BDSM
are closely related and could even be
a more remarkable experience combined. We created the Coleur D’or brand
primarily to provide a product that caters
to both those who are curious, and to
the people who have been in the lifestyle

As a brand, SVAKOM is known worldwide for its sex toys, and consumers
associate certain attributes with your
products. How difficult was it to incorporate your brand values into a completely new product category (BDSM)?
Kylie: Both the SVAKOM and Coleur
D’or brand focus on bringing the people
excellent, innovative, luxury, and highly
functional products so it wasn’t too hard
to incorporate SVAKOM’s core values
into our own.

To what extent does Coleur D‘or reflect
your brand? Or is the line rather atypical
for SVAKOM?
Kylie: What started as a small project
blew up to be the aspiring brand that is
Coleur D’or in which we have gathered
the same innovative minds from SVAKOM together with a new creative team
who are active in the lifestyle. SVAKOM
and Coleur D’or, whilst different in most
ways, will always have the same goals:
Innovation, excellence, and diversity.

What kind of items can be found in the
Coleur D‘or line?
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Kylie: The first chapter (collection) will consist of
multiple products in four categories. Restraints,
Pressure, Sensation, and Harnesses. We are
starting with our bondage set; The complete
Gladiator experience wrapped in a beautiful
wooden set covered with organic fibers, leather
straps and a pair of the original Coleur D’or
buckle finished with the signature metal accents.
The set features one collar, one chain leash, one
pair of wrist cuffs and a chain connector, one
pair of ankle cuffs and a chain connector, one
slapper a hog-tie chain connector and a bonus
10-meter rope for those who want to explore
shibari. We’re really proud of the end result for
these products; they came out better than we
ever could have anticipated, and we can’t wait
for customers to get a chance to try them.

What can you tell us about the materials you
use, the workmanship, the quality, etc.?
Kylie: We scoured the market to find the best
leather materials in different finishing because
we love combining textures - as you may have
seen in our product line. We also have quite a
high standard when it comes to the workmanship because our team of designers pay close
attention to details. From the stitches to the
dimensions, every curve, every shape, and the
overall look - our products are not just aesthetically pleasing but highly functional as well.

What target group do you have in mind with
Coleur D‘or? Is the line meant to bridge the
gap between the BDSM community and
enthusiasts of the sister brand?
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Kylie: Coleur D’or is for everyone. Whether
you and your partner/s are curious and exploring or you and your partner/s have been
in the lifestyle for long time. We have created
our products sturdy enough to endure whatever scenes, fantasies and plays you might
have. Go and explore your limits. (wink, wink)

When will the Coleur D‘or products be available? Who will distribute the line in Europe?
Kylie: We are actually still in the process of
working out all the details. We hope to start
distributing soon, and the products are all
ready to go, but Coleur D’or wants customers to have a perfect experience, so we are
still finalizing the details!

Do you plan to support retailers with POS
materials, etc. for the launch of the new line?
Kylie: Yes, we have lifestyle pictures and a
video clip together with high-definition
product photos available for retailers to use.

Could there be further brand extensions?
Which product categories are interesting for
SVAKOM?
Kylie: You can definitely expect more product
lines from this brand and from SVAKOM.
Be on the lookout as 2022 is our 10th year
anniversary, and we have a lot of surprises in
store for everyone!
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A healthy prostate means you’re able to have stronger, longer sex.
Stronger, longer sex means you’re able to keep a healthy prostate.
It all comes full circle in a very sexy way.
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More and more specialist retailers are ordering the
MODERN EMOTION magazine, which has wide coverage,
to pass it on to their customers. This way, they provide
thousands of households worldwide with erotic topics
and fitting product recommendations.
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We both have the same

young spirit and positive energy
G rut i ne t i s th e e x c l u s i v e d i s tr i bu to r o f th e S H OTS p riva te bra nds in Sp a in
How did you become the exclusive distributor for SHOTS‘ own brands in Spain?
Sergi Martinez: That is not a decision
that comes overnight. Our partnership
these last years has been exceptional
in terms of relationship and growth. But
it was only at eroFame 2019 that I first
discussed this possibility with Hein. And
after two years of hard work, this is the
outcome. Reaching this huge milestone
was the natural result of our long-standing
partnership.

What are the unique selling points of
SHOTS‘ private brands?
Sergi: SHOTS has been working with
unique products for decades. They know
how to create products that meet the
market expectations. Their products get
better every year due to their dedication
to quality and innovation. Also, their wide
range of products is perfect for a distributor like us since you can find all types of
products, covering any consumer need.
Sergi Martínez Reig,
Grutinet Purchasing &
Business Development
Manager

What are the advantages of working with
a local distributor in Spain?

Hein Schouten, Sales Director of SHOTS, and Sergi Martinez Reig,
Purchasing & Business Development Manager at Grutinet, bring us
up to date on a distribution agreement that adds a new dimension
to the business partnership between the two companies as it grants
Grutinet the exclusive distribution rights to SHOTS private label
products in the Spanish market.
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Sergi: Grutinet has been a leader in the
Spanish market since the foundation of
the company. That makes it possible for
us to reach every retailer in the country.
This is probably one of the key factors
that made SHOTS decide that this
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exclusive agreement was the best option to
grow in Spain. Growing together with us will
also help them in terms of the language and
cultural barriers.
Finally, Grutinet is also leading in customer
service, so retailers who order SHOTS
products from Grutinet will get the experience
of purchasing a top tier product and the
quality of our service.

How important is it for you to have the
exclusive distribution rights to SHOTS‘
brands for the Spanish market?
Sergi: We have already spoken about the
importance of offering such good brands and
products in our assortment. But being able
to offer those products under an exclusive
distribution deal is awesome from a business
strategy point of view. Spain is a very competitive country in terms of pricing. This exclusivity
is like a blue ocean; we invest a lot of resources
in SHOTS but at the same time, we are able to
guarantee a healthy return on that investment,
for years! Isn’t that awesome?

to every Spanish retailer. A Grutinet team will
work as brand ambassadors for SHOTS in
Spain, basically adjusting our offer and services
to the specific needs of our customers.
Preventing Spanish retailers from buying
directly at SHOTS is not a concern for us. Our
relationship with SHOTS is built around trust.
And besides that, our creative plan is designed
so Spanish retailers who prefer or need to will
still be able to buy directly from SHOTS while
the Grutinet team offers our specialised
customer service to those retailers.

Were there any previous business relationships
between you and SHOTS? If so, what exactly
did they look like? And how would you describe
this cooperation?
Sergi: Our relationship with SHOTS goes back
almost 20 years. And since then, it has been
growing. Bit by bit, SHOTS has become a key
supplier for us, and the SHOTS brands are
among the top-selling brands that we offer.
Also, we have been carrying the whole SHOTS
private label assortment for several years,
actually making us the biggest source of
SHOTS products in Spain.

So, with Grutinet being the exclusive distributor
of SHOTS’ own brands, will Spanish retailers
not be able to get these products directly from
SHOTS anymore? How will the new agreement
be implemented in practice?

What are your expectations now that you are
distributing the SHOTS brands in the Spanish
market? What potential do you see for them?

Sergi: Alongside Hein, our Account Manager at
SHOTS, Carol, the Head of Sales at
Grutinet, and other members of our team, we
have created a detailed plan to present SHOTS

Sergi: We simply expect that they will continue
to do great! We have no doubt that SHOTS
will keep on driving market developments and
deliver products that the consumers love.
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Hein Schouten,
SHOTS Sales Director

we will provide our customers with everything
they may need to create a SHOTS section in
the stores. It will not be like one training or one
meeting or one product sample per customer.
This will be a whole journey and we do invite
our retail partners to join us and to ask for
anything they may need.

Grutinet now offers your private brands on the
Spanish market, and they have the exclusive
distribution rights. Why did the two companies
take this step?
Hein Schouten: We have been working
with Grutinet for almost 20 years and we
have always liked the collaboration we had.
Grutinet knows everything about the Spanish
market, the culture, and the language. So,
they know what the Spanish customers like
and how we can approach them the best.
An exclusive partnership creates more
opportunities when it comes to deals,
promotions, and service. With Grutinet on
our side, we can provide the customers
with the complete SHOTS service.

What do you expect from this collaboration?
What are the advantages of working with a
local distributor, in this case Grutinet?
How will Grutinet assist retailers so they
can maximise their success with the
SHOTS brands?
Sergi: For us, the most important thing is
the flow of information and knowledge from
the SHOTS design and production teams
to the final consumers. Both SHOTS and
Grutinet need to share information and
passion with the retailers. We will create
multiple training options, we will do online
and offline meetings with every retailer, and
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Hein: First of all, it will benefit the customers.
Grutinet can deliver directly to the customers,
so lines are short, and service is quick. Apart
from that, the Grutinet team will be dedicated
to SHOTS products only, which leads to
special attention for the products. Also, as an
exclusive partner, we can offer exclusive deals
to our customers. And last but least, we have
special brand ambassadors who are dedicated
to SHOTS. They will travel through the country
to meet retailers in their stores, leading to a
more personal and direct service.
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Now for a little self-promotion: Why should
all Spanish retailers have your brands in
their assortment?
Hein: SHOTS stands for great quality,
innovation, great service, and a good price.
So, when retailers have SHOTS products in
their assortment, their customers will benefit
from these same core values and get to
enjoy our great service.
Why is Grutinet the perfect partner for you?
Hein: Since we have worked with Grutinet for
such a long time, we know each other through
and through. We both have the same young
spirit and positive energy. So, Grutinet really
feels like an extension of the SHOTS mentality.

Your range of private label products is quite
large. Will Grutinet distribute all of your brands
or only selected products?
Hein: Grutinet will distribute our complete line
of SHOTS products! Meaning, everything we
have, is also available for the Spanish market.
The same goes for new releases. They will be
added to the Grutinet range automatically.
So, whenever we release something new,
the Spanish customers will be the first to
order these new items!
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How will you help Grutinet achieve the
biggest-possible success with your brands?
Hein: We will help them in any way possible
and really treat them as our own. Grutinet will
also work with the free testers that are part
of the SHOTS service so everyone can get
to know SHOTS. Moreover, we will also work
on sales and marketing strategies. With the
knowledge of the two companies combined,
we will definitely make a great team!

Would a similar strategy - i.e. a cooperation
with a local distributor or wholesaler - also be
conceivable for other countries or markets?
Hein: We’re not working on any new collaborations at the moment, but you never know!
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Podcasts are on the cutting edge
Se xpe r t Dr. J e s s i c a O ‘ R e i l l y ge ts d o w n to d i r t y business o n th e Sex with Dr. Jess p o dca st
Canadian sexpert and multi-title author
Dr. Jessica O’Reilly – better known as ‘Dr.
Jess’ - isn’t your average sex educator.
Besides holding a PhD with a research
background in sexual health and relationship education, Dr. O’Reilly has made the
big leap from sex toy industry spokesperson to mainstream-renown speaker,
appearing on major TV shows like ‘The
Doctors’ and ‘Entertainment Tonight’. It’s
no surprise that Dr. O’Reilly – who’s also
repped brands like AstroGlide and
We-Vibe – is now bringing her special
breed of sex-ed to the growing world of
podcasting. Unless you’ve been living
under a rock, you’re likely well aware of the
myriad podcasts hosted by sex educators,
sex and relationship therapists, and sex
toy brands alike. Podcasting is picking up
where Facebook and Instagram left off,
giving sex-ed speakers and even toy
manufacturers a place to broadcast without censorship. Now Dr. O’Reilly is shaking
things up by putting her money where her
mouth is. She’s hosting podcast guests
who can contribute big ideas and positive change to her many pleasure industry-based listeners – and all while paying
them just for appearing on-air. Dr. O’Reilly
is also focusing on bringing more awareness to intersections of race and sexuality,
which of course includes fairly compensating People of Color sex educators. If you’re
sick of Instagram’s bans on all things sex,
podcasts like ‘Sex with Dr. Jess’ are the
new platforms for sex toy businesses to
keep their fingers on the trend pulse.

2
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For starters, tell us a bit about your own
podcast as the hostess behind ‘Sex with
Dr. Jess’?
Dr. Jessica O’Reilly: The ‘Sex With Dr. Jess’
podcast is a weekly show hosted by me, Jess
O’Reilly and my partner, Brandon Ware. We
explore a broad range of sex and relationship
topics from sexual psychology and emotional
literacy to orgies and anal play. Guests include
therapists, educators and regular folks who
want to share their stories and experiences.
The goal is to provide data, insights and actionable strategies you can use right away —
all in the name of more fulfilling relationships.

As a veteran pod caster, how has the sexed genre grown and evolved throughout
your time in the pleasure industry?

to me (and I’ve been tokenized for years);
justice would involve actually talking about the
issues on an ongoing basis. Another shift I’ve
observed as of late involve industries colliding and collaborating. Five to ten years ago,
celebrities and mainstream brands wouldn’t
touch sex topics with a ten foot pole. Now
mainstream brands from business software
to beauty products are looking to collaborate
(and advertise). From a revenue perspective, it’s obviously positive to see this type of
growth. From a content accuracy perspective,
it can be challenging, as many sources tend to
rely on Google and news media reports (without digging into the studies) as their primary
source.

Who does the industry owe thanks for
kick-starting the sex-ed niche in podcasting?

Dr. Jessica O’Reilly: I don’t consider myself
a veteran. I’ve only been podcasting for about
4 years and time has flown by! Over the last
year, I’ve observed a shift to a much broader
range of content and guests. When I looked
at early podcasts, it was often the same
(overwhelmingly white) folks appearing in the
rotation over an over again. In 2020, there was
a shift toward being more ‘inclusive’. which
is good in terms of representation, but not
necessarily in terms of racial justice. My hope
is that as pod casters continue to include
more BIPOC guests, they’ll also make space
for conversations about the intersections of
race and sexuality (or whatever topic they’re
covering). Inclusion that involves using someone’s name and photo feels like tokenization
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Dr. Jessica O’Reilly: I’m Canadian, so I credit
Sue Johansen, who hosted the Sunday Night
Sex Show. Although it was eventually aired on
television, it was a call-in show that started
on the radio and even though my views are
different than Sue’s, I still think
of her as the pioneer.

How did the past and current line-up of pod
casters influence how you’ve chosen to run
your podcast and its topics? How did you find
a way to stand out?
Dr. Jessica O’Reilly: What differentiates our
podcast is that we don’t invite guests based
on the size of their platform or reach. Growth

I N T E R V I E W

isn’t our primary (or secondary) goal. Instead,
I try to find guests from whom I can learn and
guests who have their own big ideas and
unique perspectives on sex and relationship
topics. I know many industry folks (therapists,
educators, coaches) listen to the podcast and
I try to ensure that the content is novel and
meaningful for a more advanced audience. I
try to cover topics that are far from 101 and
I aim to focus on takeaway value — something you can try, use, change or consider
tonight. But I wasn’t looking to stand out
when I launched the podcast. I was looking for
another medium to discuss relationship topics
with greater nuance, because I was doing
4-6 minute TV segments that really limited the
discussion. I wanted to delve into topics in
greater detail and learn from others in the field.
A few years ago, my partner, Brandon Ware
joined me as co-host and that changed everything. I feel so much more at ease with him at
my side. I feel more like myself and find myself
opening up a lot more because my partner is
sitting next to me.

How far will the sex-ed podcast niche run
in the near future? What do you believe will
change and improve?
Dr. Jessica O’Reilly: I hope that podcasts will
start to share the wealth. One of my goals is
to collaborate with more guests - not just in
terms of content, but in terms of money. I’m
currently reworking the ad revenue model so
that the guests will now be financially compensated (as of June 2021) — not in exchange
for promoting our podcast, but in recognition
of their labour and brilliance that they contribute. I think this is particularly important given
that so many podcasts have been working to
feature more POC and Black folks, in particular, over the past year. But much of this
feels performative and self-serving. I think
4
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it’s time we start putting our money where
our mouths are. I know not all podcasts can
afford to do this, but many can. I have been
slow to grow the monetization of the podcast,
because I don’t want to dilute the content, but
with this new financial model, I’m motivated to
make it work.

Will sex-ed pod casts begin to influence
mainstream trends and schools of thought?
Dr. Jessica O’Reilly: Podcasts are on the
cutting edge, because we don’t have to get
network or sponsor approval for the specifics
of our content (at least, that’s my experience).
I can address things on the podcast that I
can’t address on TV or even on social media,
so it follows that we can both explore and
shape trends. I see podcasts as an extension
of other platforms like Instagram and TikTok;
oftentimes I see posts on those platforms and
it inspires me to dive deeper into these topics
on the podcast. Dr. Lexx Brown James, for
example, recently shared an Instagram post
about ‘Enmeshment in Relationships’. It really
hit home and I wanted to learn more, so she
recently joined us on the podcast to unpack
this concept and share more in-depth potential solutions. I really appreciate that we have
all these different options for different types of
learners. You can read/watch summaries on
IG and TikTok and then explore the concepts
that appeal most to you in longer form
podcast content.

This interview is
contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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You‘ve been working for MaleEdge &
Jes-Extender for a few months now - How
is the new job treating you? And how many
men have become happier because of you?
Paolo Davide Griffo: Thank you for featuring me here. I’m super happy about my
current position and found it really exciting
to work with my new team at DanaMedics,
they are truly amazing people. I couldn’t
have asked for better colleagues. I’m pretty
sure that many penis holders have already
become happier purchasing our products,
especially in countries such as India, Israel,
and Italy, some of the new markets we
recently entered.

happens in Shanghai). After one hour of
wandering around, I was about to give up,
but I met an English speaking Chinese girl
who pointed me to the correct address.
Destiny...

If you weren’t in this industry, what would
you be doing now?
Paolo Davide Griffo: Is James Bond villain
still an option? Jokes aside, I kinda liked
working in the F&B, although our field is
definitely much more fun.

What was the biggest step in your career?
What was your childhood ambition?
Paolo Davide Griffo: Movies and literature
have always been great passions of .ine, I
wanted to become a filmmaker, a writer or
a James Bond villain (not necessarily in this
order).

All roads lead to Rome, and
quite a few also lead to the
erotic industry, as we learn
time and again in our Monthly
Mayhem interviews. Many of
the people who shape this
industry have gotten here
on circuitous paths filled
with lucky accidents and
happenstance. Paolo Davide
Griffo quite literally wandered
around the streets of Shanghai for an hour until a friendly
local gave him directions to
the company that had invited
him for an interview. And the
rest is history, as they say but it is only the beginning of
this edition of Monthly Mayhem, which is also populated
by James Bond, Elon Musk,
Julius Caesar, and some
Goodfellas.

How did you get into the industry?
Paolo Davide Griffo: Once, I lived in
Shanghai and worked in the F&B field.
However, I was looking for new business
opportunities, and I bumped into a job offer
from a company called SenseMax. It said
their business was about ‘personal lifestyle’.
When I got there for the interview the founder showed me a VR Headset connected to
a sex toy. I tried it on and saw an interactive
VR-generated model teasing me. I was
shocked, they got me. Never saw anything
like this before, it was like time travelling to
the future. Funny thing is that I got lost on
my way to the SenseMax offices (this easily
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Paolo Davide Griffo: Once I was able to
secure a deal with an important distributor
in an Eastern European country. It started
with a random meeting that was not even
supposed to happen. And it was the 2nd of
January.

Where do you see yourself in
10 years’ time?
Paolo Davide Griffo: I hope that I will still
be doing the job I love, maybe working
remotely from a sunny beach, with my beloved wife… If climate change doesn’t erase
humankind before then, of course.

How do you envision the future
of the industry?
Paolo Davide Griffo: If I had to make a
prediction, I’d say I see a bright future
for us. For a few years now, we have
been seeing taboos and the stigmas
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Paolo Davide Griffo
Questions & Answers
surrounding sex-related topics slowly disappear
all over the world, and finally the conversation
around sexual wellness is coming out of the
closet and becoming mainstream. It seems
that the Overton window has been opened
wide. There is still a long path ahead of us,
but signals are good for our industry. Big
investors are approaching sexual wellness
companies (understanding that this is a very
profitable business, since almost every human
being is performing sex), and we are seeing
big M&A transactions forging the Amazons/
Googles of our field. Also, sexual wellness is
becoming a trending topic on both social and
traditional media platforms, influencers are
talking about it, and sex-related ads are not
taboo anymore in many countries. The Times
They Are a-Changin’. And the numbers are
growing accordingly.

ent and start asking yourself, how do I accomplish
my 10-year plan in 6 months? You will probably
fail, but you will be way ahead of the person who
simply accepted it was going to take 10 years.‘

Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Paolo Davide Griffo: My wife, for always s(o)
upporting me.

Which personal success are you proud of?
Paolo Davide Griffo: Doing something for a living
that you really like is what I consider the biggest
success.

What do you particularly like about yourself?
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Paolo Davide Griffo: I enjoy meetings in person
and trade shows much more than office work, so
I picture my perfect working day as a successful
meeting with a new customer, maybe visiting him
in a country far, far away, and enjoying exotic food
afterwards.

Paolo Davide Griffo: My versatility and capacity
to adapt, taking on many different tasks.

Which vice could you never forgive?
Paolo Davide Griffo: Mediocrity.

How do you relax after work?

What song do you sing in the shower?

Paolo Davide Griffo: A glass of wine and a good
movie.

Paolo Davide Griffo: My Way.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Who would you consider your role model
and why?

Paolo Davide Griffo: Donald Trump.

Paolo Davide Griffo: Elon Musk, for his capacity
to never give up, always innovating, looking at the
big picture. My favourite quote is ‚Stop being pati-

With whom would you like to go to the cinema
and what film would you watch?
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Is there anything you would never do again?
Paolo Davide Griffo: Eating snake meat.

“ N EV ER GIVE UP AN D

A LWAYS REA CH YOUR GOALS. ”
PA O LO D AV I D E G R I F F O

Do you have some good advice you want to share
with our readers?

Paolo Davide Griffo: I’d love to go to the cinema
with Martin Scorsese, Robert De Niro, Joe Pesci,
and all the cast of Goodfellas, and watch The
Godfather.

Paolo Davide Griffo: Don’t ever try the snake
meat. Jokes aside, the best piece of advice I can
give to someone is that old saying written on the
Great Wall: ‘bu dao chang cheng fei hao han’
which means ‘one who fails to reach the Great
Wall cannot be called a man’, so never give up
and always reach your goals.

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Paolo Davide Griffo: Fiji.

Which three things would you take with you to a
deserted island?
Paolo Davide Griffo: Paper and a pen, Yuval
Noah Harari books, and my Jes-Extender, since I
cannot interrupt my training.

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day,
who would it be?
Paolo Davide Griffo: Julius Caesar of course…
if I get to choose which day it would be, not the
15th of March, probably…
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MEDIATAINMENT PUBLISHING VERLAGS GmbH

City / Postal Code
Date / Signature

Direct Debit

Or fax it to: 05138-60 220-29

00

Administration
Sharon Lakomy (-22)
slakomy@mptoday.de

Bank
Bank Code /
Account Number
Account Holder

Große Kampstraße 3 • 31319 Sehnde • Germany

00

Graphics
Thomas Davidjan (-24)
tdavidjan@mptoday.de

Date / Signature

S U B S C R I P T I O N
R E T U R N
C O U P O N

Banking:
Stadtsparkasse Burgdorf
IBAN: DE13 2515 1371 0270 0044 01
BIC: NOLADE21BUF
Print:
Leinebergland-Druck GmbH & Co.

17272
Tweezers with Feathers
TABOOM Nipple Play
RRP: €15,99

WWW.SCALA-NL.COM

exclusively from

sales@scala-nl.com - +31 (0)24 202 2390
www.scala-nl.com
© 2021 Calexotics is a registered trademark of California Exotic Novelties, LLC.

